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LOGARITHMIC PRISMATIC COHOMOLOGY I
TERUHISA KOSHIKAWA
Abstract. We introduce a logarithmic variant of the notion of δ-rings, which
we call δlog-rings, and use it to define a logarithmic version of the prismatic site
introduced by Bhatt and Scholze. In particular, this enables us to construct
the Breuil-Kisin cohomology in the semistable case.
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1. Introduction
Bhatt and Scholze introduced the notion of prisms and prismatic site [BS]. It
is a mixed-characteristic generalization/refinement of the classical crystalline the-
ory, and recovers the Ainf -cohomology and the Breuil-Kisin cohomology in the
smooth case developed in [BMS18, BMS19]. The prismatic theory and its vari-
ant, q-crystalline theory, also provide a construction of the q-de Rham cohomology
conjectured by Scholze [Sch17]1.
In this article, we begin to develop a logarithmic generalization of their theory,
which recovers the Ainf -cohomology in the semistable case [ČK19] and provides its
Breuil-Kisin descent. (A logarithmic generalization of [BMS19] is not yet known,
so this is the first construction of the Breuil-Kisin cohomology in the semistable
case.)
Let us first recall some basics of prisms. A prism is a pair (A, I) that consists of
a δ-ring A and an ideal I ⊂ A satisfying some properties. In particular, it comes
with a Frobenius lift φ = φA : A→ A. In practice, I is a principal ideal generated
1It is instructive to compare the prismatic theory and q-crystalline theory with Pridham’s
earlier attempt [Pri19].
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by a nonzerodivisor; such a prism is called orientable. Some examples of orientable
prisms are the following:
Example 1.1. Fix a prime number p.
(1) (A special case of crystalline prisms) Let k be a perfect field of characteristic
p. Then, (W (k), (p)) is a prism with φ being the canonical Frobenius lift.
(2) (A special case of perfect prisms) Let C be the completion of the algebraic
closure of W (k)[1/p]. There is a usual surjection θ : Ainf → OC . Then,
(Ainf , ker θ) is a prism with φ being the canonical Frobenius lift.
(3) (Breuil-Kisin prisms) LetK be a finite totally ramified extension ofW (k)[1/p].
Fix a uniformizer π and let E(u) ∈W (k)[u] denote the (monic) Eisenstein
polynomial such that E(π) = 0. Then, (W (k)[[u]], (E(u))) is a prism with
φ sending u to up.
Note that these prisms are related as follows: if k denotes the residue field of C,
then a natural surjection Ainf →W (k) induces a map of prisms
(Ainf , ker θ)→ (W (k), (p)).
For a compatible system π, π1/p, π1/p
2
, . . . of p-power roots of π inside C, a natural
map W (k)[[u]]→ Ainf ;u 7→ [π♭] induces a map of prisms:
(W (k)[[u]], (E(u))) → (Ainf , ker θ).
Let (A, I) be a bounded prism, i.e., A/I[p∞] = A/I[pn] for some n. (All exam-
ples above are bounded.) In particular A,A/I are classically (p, I)-complete. For
a smooth p-adic formal scheme X over A/I, Bhatt and Scholze defined the pris-
matic site (X/A)∆ with the structure sheaf O∆. An object of the prismatic site is a
bounded prism (B, IB) over (A, I) with a map Spf(B/IB)→ X satisfying a com-
patibility condition. The prismatic cohomology is the cohomology of the structure
sheaf:
RΓ∆(X/A) := RΓ((X/A)∆,O∆),
which is a (p, I)-complete object of D(A) equipped with a φA-semilinear map.
Regarding the examples above, Bhatt and Scholze established the following:
Example 1.2. For simplicity, assume X is proper over A/I. Then, RΓ∆(X/A) is
perfect and, in each case of (1)-(3) above, it is
(1) a Frobenius descent of the crystalline cohomology RΓcrys(X/W (k)),
(2) a Frobenius descent of the Ainf -cohomology RΓAinf (X) [BMS18],
(3) isomorphic to the Breuil-Kisin cohomology RΓS(X) [BMS19]; we prefer to
write RΓBK(X) instead.
General results for the prismatic cohomology are summarized in [BS, Theorem
1.8, 1.15]. In particular, cohomology groups in (1)-(3) are related by base change
along the maps explained above.
We aim to introduce a logarithmic generalization, i.e., a version for formal
schemes with log structures in the sense of Fontaine-Illusie-Kato. The first ap-
proximation of log structures is the notion of prelog rings. Recall that a prelog ring
consists of a ring A, a monoid M , and a map α : M → A of monoids, where A is
regarded as the multiplicative monoid. We can endow the example (1)-(3) with the
following prelog structures:
Example 1.3. We send the unit element to the unit element.
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(1) N → W (k); 1 7→ 0. This is used to define the so-called Hyodo-Kato coho-
mology.
(2) O♭C \ {0} → Ainf ;x 7→ [x]. This appears, for instance, in [ČK19].
(3) N→W (k)[[u]]; 1 7→ u.
Note that the prelog structure of (3) is compatible with those of (1) and (2) via
maps
W (k)[[u]]→W (k);u 7→ 0, N→ N; 1 7→ 1, and
W (k)[[u]]→ Ainf , N 7→ O♭C \ {0}; 1 7→ [π♭]
respectively. (The prelog structures of (1) and (2) are also related but less directly.)
In these examples, φ is simply the p-th power map on the image α(M), thus
φ is compatible with M → M ;m 7→ mp. One possible approach to develop a
logarithmic prismatic theory is to consider
a bounded prism (A, I) with a prelog structure α : M → A such that
φA(α(m)) = α(m
p) = α(m)p holds for every m ∈M .
It is indeed a reasonable object and we call it a prelog prism of rank 1. However,
this approach is restrictive. In the language of log geometry, it means we work
with charts of log structures satisfying the special condition on φA as above. It
seems impossible to define a well-behaved log prismatic site for a general log formal
scheme in this way. (Nevertheless, it does provide a right cohomology locally on X
and the cohomology can be glued, at least in reasonable situations.)
To go beyond that, let us now recall the definition of a log structure on a formal
scheme X . A log structure is a map of étale sheaves of monoids α : M→OX that
induces an isomorphism α−1(O×X) ∼= O×X . Locally, we have a log ring rather than
a prelog ring, i.e., α : M → A induces an isomorphism α−1(A×) ∼= A×. So, we will
work with log rings. (There is an ambiguity: the log structure associated with a
log ring may give rise to a log ring different from the original log ring. We will pass
to the latter in the main text, but we will ignore this point in this introduction.) In
this context, a naive version of a log prism is a triple (A, I,M) such that (A, I) is a
bounded prism and (A,M) is a log ring, equipped with an endomorphism (φA, φM )
of (A,M) extending φA, i.e., a sort of Frobenius lift. One may ask:
What is a Frobenius lift on M?
Also, let us recall that a δ-structure is finer than a Frobenius lift on a ring in general.
With this in mind, here is our solution: φM should have the form of
φM (m) = m
p(1 + pδlog(m)) for a map2 δlog : M → A.
Note that 1 + pδlog(m) is invertible in A as p is topologically nilpotent, and thus
can be regarded as an element of M since (A,M) is a log ring. The map δlog must
satisfy some formulas analogous to those that δ satisfies. It is more convenient to
have a prelog version of this notion, forgetting I. A δlog-ring is a tuple
(A,M,α : M → A, δ : A→ A, δlog : M → A),
where (A, δ) is a δ-ring, (A,M,α) is a prelog ring, and the map δlog satisfy
δlog(e) = 0, α(m)
pδlog(m) = δ(α(m)),
δlog(mm
′) = δlog(m) + δlog(m
′) + pδlog(m)δlog(m
′).
2The notation δlog is borrowed from K. Kato.
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Namely, δlog of the log prism should satisfy these formulas as well. The previous
example (1)-(3) may be regarded as δlog-rings by letting δlog = 0. Let us also note
that there is a unique δlog on the trivial log structure A× ⊂ A, given by
δlog(a) =
δ(a)
ap
for a ∈ A×. By passing to the associated log ring, it is always possible to attach a
log prism to any prelog prism.
Once the notion of log prisms is defined, the log prismatic site is defined im-
mediately; it is a mixture of the prismatic site and the (big) log crystalline site.
We refer to Definition 4.1 for the precise definition. Fix a (bounded pre)log prism
(A, I,M). If (X,MX) is a smooth3 log p-adic scheme over a prelog ring (A/I,MA),
we write ((X,MX)/(A,MA))∆ for its log prismatic site, and define the log prismatic
cohomology of (X,MX) relative to (A,MA) by
RΓ∆((X,MX)/(A,MA)) := RΓ(((X,MX)/(A,MA))∆,O∆)
for the structure sheaf O∆.
Let us illustrate our results on the log prismatic cohomology:
Example 1.4 (A special case of the crystalline comparison). This is the case (1)
above. For a qcqs smooth log formal scheme (X,MX) over (W (k),N), there is a
canonical isomorphism
(φ∗W (k)RΓ∆((X,MX)/(W (k),N)))
∧
p
∼= RΓcrys((X,MX)/(W (k),N)),
where the left hand side is the p-completed base change along the Frobenius lift
φW (k) and the right hand side is the log crystalline cohomology. This (or a refor-
mulated version) holds for more general log crystalline prisms, i.e., log prisms with
I = (p); see Theorem 5.3.
Example 1.5 (Ainf -cohomology). Consider the case (2): (Ainf , ker θ,O♭C \ {0}).
Let X be a qcqs semistable formal scheme over OC treated in [ČK19], and let MX
denote its canonical log structure, which naturally admits a map OC \ {0} →MX .
Then, there is a canonical isomorphism
(φ∗AinfRΓ∆((X,MX)/(Ainf ,O♭C \ {0})))∧(p,φ(ξ)) ∼= RΓAinf (X),
where the left hand side is the (p, φ(ξ))-completed base change along the Frobe-
nius lift φAinf and the right hand side is the Ainf -cohomology in [ČK19]. This is
established through an intermediate log q-crystalline/q-de Rham theory, combined
with the Hodge-Tate comparison for the log prismatic cohomology. Using the crys-
talline comparison of the log prismatic cohomology, we can translate4 the absolute
crystalline comparison for the Ainf -cohomology to the following base change iso-
morphism:
Acrys⊗̂LAinfRΓ∆((X,MX)/(Ainf ,O♭C \ {0}))
∼= RΓcrys((X,MX)OC/p/(Acrys,O♭C \ {0})),
where Ainf → Acrys is the composite of the natural embedding and the Frobenius
φ, and the completion is p-adic.
3In the main text, we require that it be integral over the base. In examples (1)-(3), this is
automatic.
4We do not actually know if they have the same map or not, but see Theorem 8.5.
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Example 1.6 (Breuil-Kisin cohomology). Now the case (3). Let X be a qcqs
semistable formal scheme over OK with the canonical log structure MX . There is
the base change isomorphism
(Ainf ⊗LW (k)[[u]] RΓ∆(X,MX)/(W (k)[[u]],N)))∧(p,ξ)
∼= RΓ∆((X,MX)OC/(Ainf ,O♭C \ {0})).
Combined with the previous example, we see that the left hand side gives a descent
of the Ainf -cohomology. Thus, we define the Breuil-Kisin cohomology of X by
RΓBK(X) := RΓ∆((X,MX)/(W (k)[[u]],N)).
If X is proper over OK , it follows from the Hodge-Tate comparison (see below) that
RΓBK(X) is a perfect complex, and the base change holds without completion.
General properties of the log prismatic cohomology established in this paper
include
• the crystalline comparison (Theorem 5.3),
• the Hodge-Tate comparison under various assumptions (e.g., Theorem 6.3),
• base change results under some assumptions (Lemma 4.9, Corollary 6.5).
The Hodge-Tate comparison and the base change hold in practical situations like
(1)-(3), but they are not proved in complete generality or it is not clear to us what
the best assumption is.
A very short summary of the proof of the crystalline comparison is that it is done
by comparing the log PD envelopes and log prismatic envelopes, which are tools to
compute the corresponding cohomology. For those familiar with log crystalline
theory, let us point out that a key technical point in this paper is to show that
δlog-structures extend through the exactification (Proposition 2.16); this leads to
the existence of log prismatic envelopes.
We plan to study the Nygaard filtration, the isogeny property of Frobenius, and
the de Rham comparison5 in a sequel through the derived log prismatic cohomology.
For the étale comparison, we note that it should be possible to generalize the
construction of Ainf -cohomology [ČK19] to more general smooth log p-adic formal
schemes. The comparison with log prismatic cohomology would provide the étale
comparison in that case.
Notation. For many conventions and notation, we follow [BS]. In particular, we
refer the reader to [BS] for the notion of I-completed flatness/smoothness/étaleness.
For sites and topoi, we follow [Sta]. Base changes are denoted by adding subscripts.
The completion means the derived completion unless specified, and it is denoted
by (−)∧. We sometimes write (−)∧cl for the classical completion. The topology for
which the completion is taken depends on context and sometimes explicated by
adding a subscript, e.g. (−)∧p . The completed polynomial ring is denoted by 〈−〉.
A monoid M is assumed to be commutative and its unit element is denoted by
e. Its associated abelian group is denoted by Mgp. We write M× ⊂ M for the
subgroup of invertible elements. For several terminology of log geometry, we refer
the reader to Appendix.
5The de Rham comparison can be already proved in some cases by using the crystalline
comparison and base change. Say (A, I) = (W (k)[[u]],E(u)), then we take the (φ-twisted) base
change to the p-completed PD envelope S of (E(u)) ⊂W (k)[u], apply the crystalline comparison,
and specialize the log crystalline cohomology from S to OK .
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2. δlog-rings
Fix a prime number p. We first review the notion of δ-rings introduced by Joyal
[Joy85], following [BS]. All rings are assumed to be Z(p)-algebras.
A δ-ring is a commutative ring A with a map δ : A→ A satisfying
δ(0) = δ(1) = 0, δ(xy) = δ(x)yp + xpδ(y) + pδ(x)δ(y),
δ(x+ y) = δ(x) + δ(y)−
p−1∑
i=1
(p− 1)!
i!(p− i)!x
iyp−i.
Given a δ as above, φ(x) = xp + pδ(x) is a ring endomorphism of A lifting the
Frobenius on A/p, and δ is determined by φ if A is p-torsionfree.
The category of δ-rings is the obvious one. All limits and colimits exist, and
forgetting δ-structures preserves both limits and colimits [BS]. In particular, the
tensor product of δ-rings admits a natural δ-structure. In fact, the forgetful functor
from the category of δ-rings to the category of rings admits both left and right
adjoint functors. It is a fundamental observation of Joyal [Joy85] that the right
adjoint functor is given by the ring of Witt vectors.
An element a of a δ-ring (A, δ) is called distinguished if δ(a) is a unit, and has
rank 1 if δ(a) = 0, which implies φ(a) = ap.
Let us record the following criterion for an element to have rank 1.
Lemma 2.1 ([BS, Lemma 2.32]). Let (A, δ) be a p-adically separated δ-ring. An
element a of A has rank 1 if it admits a pn-th root for any integer n ≥ 0.
Recall that a prelog structure α : M → A of a ring A is a map from a monoid M
to the multiplicative monoid A.
Definition 2.2 (δlog-rings). A δlog-ring is a tuple (A, δ, α : M → A, δlog : M → A)
consisting of a δ-ring (A, δ), a prelog structure α : M → A, and a map δlog : M → A
satisfying
(1) δlog(e) = 0,
(2) α(m)pδlog(m) = δ(α(m)), and
(3) δlog(mm′) = δlog(m) + δlog(m′) + pδlog(m)δlog(m′)
for m,m′ ∈ M . We simply write (A,M) for a δlog-ring if no confusion occurs. A
morphism of (A,M)→ (B,N) of δlog-rings is a morphism of prelog rings compatible
with δ and δlog, and δlog-rings form a category. A δlog-ring is of rank 1 if δlog = 0.
Let (A,α : M → A) be a δlog-ring. The property (2) of δlog relates the Frobenius
lift φ of A and the p-th power map on M :
φ(α(m)) = α(m)p · (1 + pδlog(m))
for m ∈M , and the map m 7→ 1 + pδlog(m) is multiplicative on m by the property
(3). Thus, we see that φn(α(m)) ∈ α(m)pn(1 + pA) for any integer n ≥ 0. In
particular, φn(α(m)) and α(m)p
n
differ by a unit if A is classically p-complete; this
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has an effect that φ preserves the associated log structure as we discuss later. See
also the remark below.
Suppose that α(M) consists of nonzerodivisors. Then, δlog is uniquely deter-
mined by δ if it exists, and δlog exists if and only if δ(α(m)) is divisible by α(m)p
for all m ∈M .
Remark 2.3 (Frobenius lifts on log rings). If (A,M) is a δlog-ring of rank 1, the
p-th power map of M lifts the Frobenius φA of A, and we obtain an endomorphism
(φA, φM ) of (A,M). A general δlog-ring may not admit such an endomorphism.
For log rings with δlog-structure, we have a unique lift of φA under a mild assump-
tion as follows. Let (A,α : M → A) be a δlog-ring, and assume that the Jacobson
radical rad(A) contains p and (A,M) is a log ring, i.e., α induces an isomorphism
α−1(A×) ∼= A×. Then,
1 + pδlog(m) ∈ A× for every m ∈M ,
and α−1(1+pδlog(m)) makes sense as an element ofM . We have an endomorphism
φM of M defined by
φM (m) = m
pα−1(1 + pδlog(m)),
and we obtain an commutative diagram
M
α−−−−→ A
φM
y φA
y
M
α−−−−→ A,
i.e., (φA, φM ) is an endomorphism of the log ring (A,M).
Example 2.4. (1) Let (A, δ) be a δ-ring, and A× ⊂−→ A the trivial log struc-
ture. There exists a unique δlog-structure δlog : A× → A in this setting,
determined by
δlog(x) =
δ(x)
xp
for x ∈ A×.
(2) Let R be a perfect ring of characteristic p. The ring of Witt vectors W (R)
with the canonical Frobenius lift may be regarded as a δ-ring. The Teich-
müller lifting
[−] : R→W (R); x→ [x]
determines a δlog-ring (W (R), R) of rank 1.
(3) Let M be a monoid, and consider the associated ring Z(p)[M ]. We endow
Z(p)[M ] with a δ-structure such that every element m of M has rank 1;
there is a ring endomorphism
Z(p)[M ]→ Z(p)[M ]; m 7→ mp
induced from a corresponding endomorphism of M , and it lifts the Frobe-
nius of Fp[M ]. It determines the δ-structure as Z(p)[M ] is p-torsion free.
Using the natural mapM → Z(p)[M ], we obtain a δlog-ring (Z(p)[M ],M)
of rank 1.
(4) Let (A,α : M → A) be a δlog-ring and A → B a map of δ-rings. The
composites
M
α−→ A→ B, M δlog−→ A→ B
determine a δlog-ring (B,M).
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Remark 2.5. [BS, Remark 2.4] says that a δ-structure on a ring A corresponds
to a section w : A → W2(A) of rings given by w(x) = (x, δ(x)). Given a δ-ring
(A, δ) and a prelog structure α : M → A, a δlog-structure corresponds to a map of
(multiplicative) monoids
wlog : M →W2(R); m 7→ (1, δlog(m))
satisfying w(α(m)) = (α(m), 0) · wlog(m).
Remark 2.6 (Limits and colimits). As in the category of δ-rings, all limits and
colimits of δlog-rings exist. They can be computed at the level of underlying rings
and monoids, i.e., the forgetful functor from δlog-rings to prelog rings (or pairs of a
ring and a monoid) commutes with limits and colimits. (For colimits, use Remark
2.5 as in [BS, Remark 2.7].)
In fact, using this, one can deduce that the forgetful functors admit left adjoint
functors. Moreover, the left adjoint functors are the identity on the monoid part.
Also, the forgetful functor from δlog-rings to prelog rings admits a right adjoint
functor. See also Remark 2.12 below.
Notation 2.7. For δ-rings, we use {−}δ for adjoining elements; this notation is
different from [BS]. For a monoid M , we write {M}δlog for adjoining M to prelog
structures in the theory of δlog-rings. More precisely, for a δlog-ring (A,MA), we
obtain (A{M}δlog,MA ⊕M) by applying the left adjoint functor to a prelog ring
(A[M ],MA⊕M). If M is a free monoid NI with the unique basis {xi}i∈I , then we
also write {xi}δlog instead.
Remark 2.8. If (A,MA) is a δlog-ring, a natural map Z(p)[MA] → A induces a
map of δlog-rings:
(Z(p){MA}δlog,MA)→ (A,MA).
Example 2.9. LetM be a p-divisible monoid. If (A,M) is a classically p-complete
δlog-ring, then δ(m) = 0 for m ∈ M by Lemma 2.1. This implies that the natural
map
((Zp{M}δlog)∧cl,M)→ (Zp〈M〉,M)
is an isomorphism of δlog-rings of rank 1.
Let (Z(p){x}δlog, xN) denote the δlog-ring freely generated by one element x of
the prelog structure, and (Z(p){x±1}δlog, xZ) denote the δlog-ring with x inverted in
the prelog structure, i.e., associated with the monoid xZ; these are the subject of
Lemma 2.11 below.
Lemma 2.10 (Completions). Let (A,M) be a δlog-ring, and I ⊂ A a finitely
generated ideal containing p. If A∧cl denotes the classical I-completion of A, then
(A∧cl,M) admits a natural δlog-structure.
Proof. This holds as A∧cl admits a natural δ-structure [BS, Lemma 2.17]. 
Lemma 2.11. The ring Z(p){x}δlog is a polynomial ring on the set
{x, δlog(x), δ(δlog(x)), δ2(δlog(x)), . . . }
and its Frobenius endomorphism φ is faithfully flat. The ring
Q(p){x}δlog = Z(p){x}δlog[1/p]
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is also a polynomial ring on the set {x, φ(x)/xp, φ(φ(x)/xp), φ2(φ(x)/xp), . . . }.
A natural map
(Z(p){x}δlog[x−1], xZ)→ (Z(p){x±1}δlog, xZ)
induces an isomorphism of prelog rings after the classical p-completion.
Proof. Wemodify the proof of [BS, Lemma 2.11] except for the final point. Consider
the polynomial ring A = Z(p)[x, y0, y1, y2, . . . ] on countably many generators with a
prelog structure xN ⊂ A. The assignment x 7→ xp(1+py0), yi 7→ ypi +pyi+1 define an
endomorphism φ of A that lifts the Frobenius on A/p. As A is p-torsionfree, there is
a unique δ-structure such that δ(x) = xpy0, δ(yi) = yi+1. As x is a nonzerodivisor
of A and δ(xn) is divisible by xpn for all integers n ≥ 0, there is a unique δlog-
structure such that δlog(x) = y0. It is clear that the δlog-ring (A, xN) satisfies the
same universality of (Z(p){x}δlog, xN), and we have (Z(p){x}δlog, xN) = (A, xN). The
statement for Q(p){x}δlog follows immediately by inverting p.
To check the faithfully flatness, we note that
Qp[x
py0] ⊂ Qp[x, y0]
is faithfully flat. The argument in [BS] works using this faithfully flatness.
For the final point, we first note that Zp〈x, y0, y1, . . . 〉[x−1] is a δ-ring by [BS,
Lemma 2.15] as ϕn(x) is invertible in this ring for all n ≥ 0. It is easy to check
that there is a unique δlog-structure with δlog(x−1) = −y0/(1+ py0). Therefore, by
passing to the completion, (Zp〈x±1, y0, y1, . . . 〉, xZ) is also a δlog-ring. It satisfies the
same universality of the completion of δlog-ring (Z(p){x±1}δlog, xZ) among classically
p-complete δlog-rings. 
Remark 2.12 (The right adjoint of the forgetful functor). Let us describe the right
adjoint of the forgetful functor from δlog-rings to prelog rings, following the original
description of [Joy85] in the case of δ-rings.
Let (A,M,α : M → A) be a prelog ring. Consider
A′ := Homrings(Z(p){x}δ, A), M ′ := Homprelogrings((Z(p){y}δlog, yN), (A,M)).
By sending δn(x) to δn(y) for integers n ≥ 0, we have a map α′ : M ′ → A′. The
δ-structure of Z(p){x}δ gives rise to the structure of a δ-ring on A′, where δ is
induced by x 7→ δ(x). Similarly, the δlog-structure of (Z(p){y}δlog, yN) gives rise to
the structure of a δlog-ring on (A,M), where δlog is induced by sending δn(x) to
δn(δlog(y)) for integers n ≥ 0.
Finally, we note that A′ ∼= AN and M ′ ∼= M × AN as sets using free generators
{δn(x)}n≥0, and y, {δn(δlog(y))}n≥0 respectively. The projection M × AN → AN
corresponds to δlog : M ′ → A′, and α′ has a more complicated expression. Joyal
proved that A′ is isomorphic to the ring of Witt vectors W (A) as δ-rings [Joy85].
Lemma 2.13 (Etale strict maps). Let (A,M) be a δlog-ring, and I ⊂ A a finitely
generated ideal containing p. Assume that A → B is I-completely étale. Then,
(B,M) admits a natural δlog-structure compatible with (A,M).
Proof. The only nontrivial part is the existence of δ-structure, which is proved in
[BS, Lemma 2.18]. 
δlog-structures pass to the associated log structures:
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Proposition 2.14. Let (A,M) be a δlog-ring. Consider the following pushout
diagram of monoids:
α−1(A×) −−−−→ A×y
y
M −−−−→ N.
There is a unique δlog-structure on (A,N) compatible with that of (A,M).
Proof. There are unique δlog-structures on prelog structures
A× → A, α : α−1(A×)→ A,
and the above diagram may be upgraded to a pushout diagram of δlog-rings with
the common underlying ring A. So, the assertion holds. 
Corollary 2.15 (Log structures). Let (A,M) be a δlog-ring. Assume that A is
classically I-complete for some finitely generated ideal I containing p. Consider the
associated log I-adic formal scheme
(X,MX) = (Spf(A),M
a)
of M → A, and set
Ma := Γ(X,MX), (A,M)
a := (A,Ma).
Then, (A,M)a admits a unique δlog-structure compatible with (A,M) and its étale
localizations.
Proof. Let A → B be an I-completely étale map. Recall that the δ-structure
on A passes to B by Lemma 2.13. Proposition 2.14 implies that the δlog-structure
extends to the log ring associated with (B,M). Taking the sheafification and global
sections, we get the δlog-structure on (A,Ma). (To see that it is indeed a δlog-ring,
look at stalks, for instance.) 
We can also treat formally étale maps:
Proposition 2.16 (Formally étale maps). Let (A,M,α : M → A) be a δlog-ring
with M integral. If rad(A) contains p, then there exists a unique map δlog : Mgp →
A satisfying
(∗gp) δlog(mm′) = δlog(m) + δlog(m′) + pδlog(m)δlog(m′)
for m,m′ ∈ Mgp. Moreover, for any submonoid N ⊂ Mgp containing M , there
exists a unique δ-structure on A⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[N ] making (A⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[N ], N) a
δlog-ring over (A,M) using δlog above. The map
(A,M)→ (A⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[N ], N)
is universal among maps of δlog-rings (A,M) → (B,N) compatible with the inclu-
sion M ⊂ N . The construction of this universal map commutes with base changes
A→ A′.
Proof. For an element m′/m ∈Mgp, set
δlog(m
′/m) =
δlog(m
′)− δlog(m)
1 + pδlog(m)
∈ A.
It is straightforward to check that this is well-defined and satisfies (∗gp). The
uniqueness assertions are clear; the δlog above determines δ on (the image of) N ,
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hence on the whole A ⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[N ]. Once the desired δ-structure is shown to
exist, the rest of the statement follows easily.
To discuss the existence of δ-structures, we first assume that M is free. The
prelog structure M → A determines a natural map of prelog rings
(A[M ],M →֒ A[M ])→ (A,M)
and in turn induces a surjection of δlog-rings
(A{M}δlog,M)→ (A,M),
where (A{M}δlog,M) is obtained by adjoining M to a δlog-ring (A, {e}).
To show that A ⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[N ] admits a δ-structure, it suffices to prove the
same statement for the p-localization ((1+ (p))−1A{M}δlog,M) and N ; the original
case is obtained by base change along (1+(p))−1A{M}δlog → A. (The δ-structure of
A{M}δlog extends to the localization (1 + (p))−1A{M}δlog as in [BS, Remark 2.16].)
In particular, using Lemma 2.11, we may and do assume that α is injective and
α(M) consists of nonzerodivisor after replacing (A,M). Further, we may assume
that α(M) are still nonzerodivisors in A⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[N ].
Now, A⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[Mgp] is identified with the localization α(M)−1A with the
inclusion A ⊂ α(M)−1A. Since
φn(α(m)) ∈ α(m)pn(1 + pA)
for any integer n ≥ 0, we have that α(M)−1A = S−1A for S = ⋃n φn(α(M)) ⊂ A.
Thus, this localization admits a δ-structure by [BS, Lemma 2.15]. It remains to
show that A⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[N ] ⊂ α(M)−1A is δ-stable. This is clear since
δ(n) = npδlog(n) ∈ A⊗Z(p)[M] Z(p)[N ].
Assume again that M is free. We can also deduce from the previous paragraphs
that, similar to Lemma 2.11, there is a natural map of δlog-rings
(1) (1 + pA{M}δlog)−1A{M}δlog ⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[N ]→ A{N}δlog
that becomes an isomorphism after the p-localization.
Now consider a general M . Then, we have a surjection of prelog rings
(A[NM ],NM )→ (A,M); 1m 7→ m.
It induces a surjection of δlog-rings (A{NM}δlog,NM ) → (A,M), where NM is ad-
joined to a δlog-ring (A, {e}). Write M˜, N˜ for the inverse images of M,N ⊂ Mgp
in ZM respectively. Note that M˜ contains NM . To show that A ⊗Z(p)[M ] Z(p)[N ]
admits a δ-structure, it suffices to prove the same statement for
((1 + pA{M˜}δlog)−1A{M˜}δlog, M˜) and N˜ .
By the previous case we have discussed, we know that
(1 + pA{NM}δlog)−1A{NM}δlog ⊗Z(p)[NM ] Z(p)[N˜ ]
= ((1 + pA{NM}δlog)−1A{NM}δlog ⊗Z(p)[NM ] Z(p)[M˜ ])⊗Z(p)[M˜ ] Z(p)[N˜ ]
admits a δ-structure. Using the map (1) for NM and M˜ , which is a map of δ-rings,
we see that
(1 + pA{M˜}δlog)−1A{M˜}δlog ⊗Z(p)[M˜ ] Z(p)[N˜ ]
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is also a δ-ring. This finishes the existence of δ-structure in the general case, and
we complete the proof. 
Remark 2.17. Let us record a variant of the construction used in the above proof
and its property. For every integral monoid M , there exists an exact surjection
M˜ → M from a submonoid M˜ ⊂ ZM , and (Z(p){M˜}δlog)∧cl is p-completely free
over the monoid ring Zp[M˜ ] attached to M˜ . In particular, (Z(p){M˜}δlog)∧cl is p-
torsionfree over Zp and the formation of (A{M˜}δlog)∧cl for a classically p-complete
δ-ring A commutes with p-completed base changes. IfM →M ;m 7→ mp is integral,
the same holds for M˜ and the Frobenius lift φ on Z(p){M˜}δlog is flat modulo p.
Recall that a δ-pair is a pair (A, I) of a δ-ring A and an ideal I of A. A δlog-triple
is a triple (A, I,M), where (A,M) is a δlog-ring and I is an ideal of A. The category
of δ-triples is defined in an obvious way.
We say that a map (A,M) → (B,N) of prelog rings is exact surjective if it is
surjective, i.e., A → B, M → N are both surjective, and M/M× ∼= N/N×; these
induce exact closed immersions of associated log schemes, and one can treat them
as if they are closed immersion of schemes. It it a useful technique in log geometry
to pass to exact surjective maps.
Construction 2.18 (Exactification of δlog-triples). Let (A, I,M) be a δlog-triple,
(A/I,N) a prelog ring and (A,M) → (A/I,N) a surjective map of prelog rings.
Assume that M and N are integral, and denote h : M → N , h : M → N/N× with
the associated maps hgp : Mgp → Ngp, hgp : Mgp → (N/N×)gp of abelian groups.
Set M ′ = (hgp)−1(N) = (h
gp
)−1(N/N×). By the surjectivity of h, M ′ is generated
by M and (hgp)−1({e}).
Assume that A is classically p-complete. Applying Proposition 2.16 to (A,M)
andM ⊂M ′, we obtain a δlog-ring (A′,M ′) over (A,M). By the same proposition,
the natural map M ′ → N of monoids lifts the map (A,M) → (A/I,N) to an
exact surjection (A′,M ′) → (A/I,N) of prelog rings. Let us write I ′ for the
kernel of the surjection A′ → A/I. Then, (A′, I ′,M ′) is a δlog-triple with an exact
surjection (A′,M ′) → (A′/I ′, N) = (A/I,N) of prelog rings. We call (A′, I ′,M ′)
the exactification of (A, I,M) along (A,M) → (A/I,N). This construction is
functorial, and the formation of (A′,M ′) commutes with base changes on A.
Remark 2.19 (Exactification and integral maps). Recall that a map of integral
monoids M → N is integral if every pushout
M −−−−→ Ny
y
M ′ −−−−→ N ′
along a map M →M ′ of integral monoids gives an integral monoid N ′. It is clear
that integral maps of integral monoids are preserved by base change.
In the setup of Construction 2.18, assume that (A,M) → (A/I,N) lives over
some base (B,MB), and assume that MB → N is an integral map of integral
monoids. Then, N →M ′ is integral as M ′ → N is exact; see [Ogu18, I.4.6.3.1].
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3. Logarithmic prisms
Now we recall the notion of prisms defined in [BS], and introduce two logarithmic
variants: prelog prisms and log prisms.
A prism is a δ-pair (A, I) such that I defines a Cartier divisor of Spec(A), A is
(p, I)-complete, and p ∈ I + φ(I)A. Prisms form a full subcategory of the category
of all δ-pairs. Note that I is finitely generated by Zariski descent.
A prism is bounded if A/I has bounded p∞-torsion, in which case A is classically
(p, I)-complete [BS, Lemma 3.7]. A prism is orientable if I is principal, and oriented
if it is orientable and a generator of I is fixed.
One of the most important properties of prisms is the rigidity: if (A, I)→ (B, J)
is a map of prisms, then I ⊗A B ∼= J canonically. This leads to the notion of
prismatic envelopes:
Proposition 3.1 (Existence of prismatic envelopes). Fix a prism (A, I). Let (B, J)
be a δ-pair over (A, I), i.e., equipped with a map (A, I)→ (B, J). Then there exists
a universal map (B, J)→ (B′, IB′) of δ-pairs over (A, I) to a prism (B′, IB′).
Proof. This is [Bha18b, V, Lemma 5.1]. 
In general, there is no control of the prismatic envelope (B′, IB′). If J is gener-
ated by a regular sequence, it behaves well.
Proposition 3.2 (Prismatic envelopes for regular sequences). Using the notation
of Proposition 3.1, assume that (A, I) is bounded and B is (p, I)-completely flat
over A and
J = (I, x1, . . . , xr) ⊂ B
for a (p, I)-completely regular sequence x1, . . . , xr relative to A in the sense of [BS,
Definition 2.41]. Then, the prismatic envelope (B′, IB′) is (p, I)-completely flat
over (A, I), and its formation commutes with base changes (A, I) → (A′, I ′) and
(p, I)-completely flat base changes on B.
In particular, we have that (B′, IB′) is a bounded prism and B′ is classically
(p, I)-complete by [BS, Lemma 3.7].
Proof. This is [BS, Proposition 3.13]. 
We are now in position to introduce logarithmic variants. A prelog ring (A,M)
with A being classically (p, I)-complete for some finitely generated ideal I is called
(p, I)-adically log-affine if the natural map
M →Ma := Γ(Spf(A),Ma)
is an isomorphism, where Ma denotes the associated log structure on the (p, I)-
adic formal scheme Spf(A). Note that (A,Ma) is always (p, I)-adically log-affine
because the identity of Ma is a chart of Ma. See Lemma A.1.
Definition 3.3 (Prelog prisms and log prisms). A (bounded) prelog prism is a
δlog-triple (A, I,M), where (A, I) is a (bounded) prism. Prelog prisms form a full
subcategory of the category of all δlog-triples. A prelog prism is of rank 1 if δlog = 0.
A bounded prelog prism is called a log prism if (A,M) is (p, I)-adically log-affine.
(Recall that A is classically (p, I)-complete if (A, I) is bounded.)
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If (A, I,M) is a bounded prelog prism, we have the associated log prism
(A, I,M)a := (A, I,Ma)
by Corollary 2.15.
Example 3.4. (1) For any bounded prism (A, I), the trivial log structure de-
fines a log prism (A, I,A×).
(2) For any prism (A, I), a prelog structure N → A; 1 7→ 0 defines a prelog
prism (A, I,N) of rank 1.
(3) Let (A, I) be a perfect prism, equivalently, R = A/I is a perfectoid ring
(in the sense of [BMS18]) and A = W (R♭) [BS, Theorem 3.10]. Using
Teichmüller lifts [−] : R♭ → A as a prelog structure, (A, I,R♭) is a prelog
prism of rank 1. We will be mainly interested in the case where R[1/p] is a
perfectoid field C, and consider
(A, I,R♭ \ {0}) = (Ainf , (ξ),O♭C \ {0})
instead, which makes sense more generally if R♭, equivalently R, is an
integral domain.
(4) Let OK be a totally ramified finite extension of W (k)[1/p] for a perfect
field k of characteristic p with uniformizer π. Let E(u) ∈ W (k)[u] be an
Eisenstein polynomial with E(π) = 0. The Breuil-Kisin prelog prism is
(W (k)[[u]], (E(u)),N→ W (k)[[u]];n 7→ un)
with δlog = 0.
A natural analogue of the rigidity of prisms [BS, Lemma 3.5] holds for prelog
prisms. In particular, we have that if (A, I,MA) is a prelog prism and A → B is
a map of δ-rings with B being (p, I)-complete, then (B, IB,MA) is a prelog prism
exactly when B[I] = 0. This condition is satisfied if (A, I) is bounded and B is
(p, I)-completely flat over A [BS, Lemma 3.7 (3)].
Example 3.5. Let A0 = Z(p){d, δ(d)−1}δ denote the universal δ-ring with a dis-
tinguished element d [BS, Example 2.21]. For an integral monoid M , take the
exact surjection M˜ → M from M˜ ⊂ ZM as in Remark 2.17. Let A be the (p, d)-
completion of A0{M˜}δlog. The triple (A, (d), M˜ ) is the universal oriented prelog
prism with M˜ as the monoid part. We note that A is (p, d)-completely free over
A0[M˜ ], hence the sequence d, p is regular in A. If M → M ;m 7→ mp is integral,
the same holds for M˜ and the Frobenius on A/p is d-completely flat.
Proposition 3.6 (Existence of prelog prismatic envelopes). Fix a prelog prism
(A, I,MA) with MA integral. Let (B, J,MB) be a δlog-triple over (A, I,MA), i.e.,
with a map (A, I,MA)→ (B, J,MB), and let (B,MB)→ (B/J,N) be a surjection
of prelog rings with integral monoids. Then,
there is a universal map (B, J,MB)→ (B′, IB′,MB′)
of δlog-triples over (A, I,MA) to a prelog prism (B
′, IB′,MB′) with an exact sur-
jection (B′,MB′)→ (B′/IB′, N). Moreover, the monoid MB′ is integral.
Proof. Applying Construction 2.18, we may assume that (B,MB) → (B/J,N) is
an exact surjection. Then, the statement follows from Proposition 3.1. 
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The universal object (B′, IB′,MB′) in the previous proposition is called the
prelog prismatic envelope. If (B′, IB′,MB′) is bounded, then we have the associated
log prism (B′, IB′,MB′)a and the surjection (B′,MB′) → (B′/IB′, N) induces an
exact closed immersion of associated log (p, I)-adic formal schemes. It gives the log
prismatic envelope:
Proposition 3.7 (Existence of log prismatic envelopes). We use the notation of
Proposition 3.6. Assume that (B′, IB′,MB′) is bounded. The construction of the
log prism (B′, IB′,MB′)
a is universal in the sense that the following commutative
diagram
(B′/IB′, N)a ←−−−− (B′,MB′)ax
x
(B/J,N)a ←−−−− (B,MB)a,
is initial in the category of commutative diagrams
(C/IC,N → B/J → C/IC)a ←−−−− (C,MC)x
x
(B/J,N)a ←−−−− (B,MB)a,
where (C, IC,MC) is a log prism and the top arrow induces an exact closed immer-
sion of log (p, I)-adic formal schemes.
Remark 3.8. Putting
NaC/I := Γ(Spf(C/IC), N
a),
we have that the closed immersion (Spf(C/IC), N)a →֒ (Spf(C),MC)a is exact if
and only if (C,MC) → (C/IC,NaC/I) is exact surjective. Indeed, the “if” direction
holds as the latter map is a chart of the closed immersion, and the “only if” di-
rection holds as we are considering affine (p, I)-adic formal schemes and the closed
immersion is defined by topologically nilpotent I; cf. [Bei13, p.4, Exercises (iii)].
Proof. Take the fiber product MC ×Na
C/I
N . The natural map MC ×Na
C/I
N → C
is a chart of MCa on Spf(C) since (Spf(C/IC), N)a →֒ (Spf(C),MC)a is an exact
closed immersion and the underlying affine (p, I)-adic formal schemes are the same
modulo topologically nilpotent I; cf. [Bei13, footnote 6]. As remarked above,
(C,MC)→ (C/IC,NaC/I) is exact surjective. Thus, we see that
(C,MC ×Na
C/I
N)→ (C/IC,N)
is also exact surjective as base change preserves exact surjective maps of monoids.
Applying Proposition 3.6 to (C, IC,MC ×Na
C/I
N), we obtain a map of bounded
prelog prisms
(B′, IB′,MB′)→ (C, IC,MC ×Na
C/I
N).
Passing to the associated log prisms, we obtain (B′, IB′,MB′)a → (C, IC,MC).
This means (B′, IB′,MB′)a satisfies the universality we want. 
It is important to control prelog/log prismatic envelopes under certain smooth-
ness assumption. In particular, we need to control their boundedness and flatness.
The proposition below is a technical core to compute log prismatic cohomology. Be-
fore stating the proposition, we need to introduce several notions in log geometry.
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These are summarized in Appendix, and we briefly explain them here for reader’s
convenience.
We say that a map of prelog rings (A,M) → (B,N) with A,B being classi-
cally p-complete is p-completely smooth if the associated log p-adic formal scheme
(Spf(B), N)a is smooth over (A,MA) in the sense of Definition A.11; our class of
smooth log (formal) schemes is different from smooth fine log (formal) schemes
in the literature: 1. we do not impose any finiteness condition on the base chart
MA → A (although this makes the smoothness possibly dependent on the choice
of the chart), 2. we require a smooth morphism be integral; see Appendix for the
precise definition and its properties.
Some constructions later involve possibly huge monoids, and we will put them
a mild finiteness condition. A map of monoids h : M → N is finitely generated
(resp. weakly finitely generated) if there exist finitely many elements of N that,
together with the image h(M) (resp. h(M) and N×), generate N . We say that N
is (weakly) finitely generated over M if h is so. Being weakly finitely generated is
actually a mild condition, and it holds locally for global sections of log structures
in practice; see Lemma A.9.
Also recall the following property of an integral map of monoids M → N : the
induced map Z[M ] → Z[N ] of the associated rings is flat if and only if M → N is
integral and injective [Kat89, 4.1]. In particular, integral injective maps are stable
under pushouts.
Here is the key proposition:
Proposition 3.9 (Prelog prismatic envelopes for smooth log algebras). Fix a
bounded prelog prism (A, I,MA) with integral MA. Let (B0,MB) be a prelog ring
over (A,MA) with MB integral and let (B0,MB) → (B0/J,N) be a surjection of
prelog rings with kernel J ⊂ B0 to a p-completely smooth prelog ring (B0/J,N)
over (A/I,MA). Assume that MA → N is integral and the following condition (∗)
holds
(∗): MA →MB is injective and integral, the cokernel MgpB /MgpA is a free abelian
group, and B0 is the (p, I)-completely free over the (p, I)-completion of
A⊗Z(p)[MA] Z(p)[MB].
Let (B,MB) denote the universal δlog-ring over (A,MA) generated by (B0,MB).
If N is weakly finitely generated over MA, then the prelog prismatic envelope
(B′, IB′,MB′) of (B, (JB)
∧
(p,I),MB) is (p, I)-completely flat over (A, I,MA). More-
over, its formation commutes with base changes on (A, I,MA) and (p, I)-completely
flat base changes on B0. In particular, the prelog prism (B
′, IB′,MB′) is bounded.
Remark 3.10. All the assumptions are preserved by base changes (A, I,MA) →
(A′, IA′,MA′). Note that the relevant pushouts of monoids are automatically inte-
gral as MA →MB, MA → N are integral.
A typical example is
B = (A{(Xs)s∈S}δ{NT }δlog)∧(p,I), B0 = A〈(Xs)s∈S ,NT 〉, MB = MA ⊕ NT
for some sets S, T . (Note that B is (p, I)-completely free over B0 by Lemma 2.11.)
Proof. First note that Z(p)[MB] is flat over Z(p)[MA] as MA → MB is injective
and integral. Hence the (p, I)-completion appearing in (∗) agrees with the classical
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(p, I)-completion. Similarly, we see that B0/J is p-completely flat over A/I, using
the p-completely smoothness of (B0/J,N) over (A/I,MA).
Let M ′A ⊂MgpA denote the inverse image of N ⊂ Ngp under MgpA → Ngp. Then,
one can check that the natural mapsMA →֒M ′A,M ′A → N are integral asMA → N
is integral by using [Kat89, 4.1]. In particular, the natural map
A→ A′ := (A⊗A[MA] A[M ′A])∧(p,I)
is (p, I)-completely flat. It may be regard as a map of δlog-rings by Proposition
2.16, hence a map of bounded prelog prisms. Also note that (B0/J,MB) lives
over (A′/IA′,M ′A) and it is smooth. After replacing (A,MA) (resp. (B0,MB)) by
(A′,M ′A) (resp. its base change along (A,MA)→ (A′,M ′A)) but keeping (B0/J,N),
the prelog prismatic envelope (B′, IB′,MB′) does not change because of its univer-
sality. So, we may assume that the inverse image of N is MA, i.e., MA → N is
exact. (For the definition of exactness, see §5.1.) This also implies that the inverse
image of N× in MgpA is M
×
A .
Write h for MB → N and set M ′B = (hgp)−1(N). This gives the exactification
(B0,MB) → (B′0,M ′B) of (B0,MB) → (B0/J,N), and the condition (∗) contin-
ues to hold by Remark 2.19. Let J ′ denote the kernel of B′0 → B0/J and B′
denote the (p, I)-completed base change of B along B0 → B′0. Then, the exactifi-
cation of (B, (JB)∧(p,I),MB) along (B,MB) → (B/(JB)∧(p,I), N) can be written as
(B′, (J ′B′)∧(p,I),M
′
B). The prelog prismatic envelope of (B, (JB)
∧
(p,I),MB) is the
same as the prelog prismatic envelope of (B′, (J ′B′)∧(p,I),M
′
B). Since the formation
of (B′0,M
′
B) and J
′ commutes with base changes on (A, I,MA) and (p, I)-completely
flat base changes on B0, we may and do assume that (B0,MB)→ (B0/J,N) is ex-
act surjective. (For the claim about base changes on (A, I,MA), use that the exact
morphisms of integral monoids are stable under pushouts in the category of inte-
gral monoids.) In the rest of the proof, prelog prismatic envelopes involved are just
prismatic envelopes.
Now we use the assumption that MA → N is weakly finitely generated to
write (B0,MB) as the (p, I)-completed colimit of a filtered diagram (Bs,Ms)s∈S
of (p, I)-completely smooth (A,MA)-algebras with integral monoids and (p, I)-
completely faithfully flat transition maps. This is indeed possible because MB =
(hgp)−1(N) is generated by MA and (hgp)−1(N×) together with finitely many el-
ements; (hgp)−1(N×) is a group, and its quotient (hgp)−1(N×)/M×A is embedded
into MgpB /M
gp
A and isomorphic to Z
T for some T . (Any subgroup of a free abelian
group is free.) Thus, the quotient can be written as a union of finitely generated
abelian free subgroups ZT
′
, T ′ ⊂ T . One may assume that (Bs,Ms) → (B0/J,N)
is exact surjective for all s ∈ S.
Now, we can follow the proof of [BS, Corollary 3.14], which uses Proposition
3.2. Using that the kernel of Bs → B0/J is Zariski locally generated by a (p, I)-
completely regular sequence relative to A, one deduces by Zariski descent that the
statement of the proposition holds with (B0, J,MB) replaced by (Bs, Js,Ms), where
Js denotes the kernel of Bs → B0/J . We finish by taking the (p, I)-completed
filtered colimit with respect to s. (See also [BS, Proposition 3.13] for the claim
about base changes on (A, I,MA).) 
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4. The logarithmic prismatic site
We define a logarithmic variant of the prismatic site of [BS]. Fix a bounded
prelog prism (A, I,MA) with the associated log prism (A, I,MA)a. All log formal
schemes are assumed to be (p, I)-adic.
4.1. Definition of the logarithmic prismatic site. SupposeMA is integral and
fix a log formal scheme (X,MX) smooth over (A/I,MA). By our convention on
smoothness, MX is an integral log structure.
Definition 4.1 (Logarithmic prismatic site). Let ((X,MX)/(A,MA))∆ be the op-
posite of the category with objects described as follows: an object consists of
• a log prism (B, IB,MB) with a map (A, I,MA) → (B, IB,MB) of prelog
prisms,
• a map of formal schemes f : Spf(B/IB)→ X over A/I, and
• an exact closed immersion log formal schemes
(Spf(B/IB), f∗MX)→ (Spf(B),MB)a
over (A,MA).
Morphisms are obvious ones. We denote an object simply by (B, IB,MB) when
there is no confusion.
A morphism (B, IB,MB) → (C, IC,MC) in ((X,MX)/(A,MA))∆ is an étale
cover if B → C is (p, I)-completely étale and faithfully flat and the induced map
of log formal schemes (Spf(C),MC)a → Spf(B),MB)a is étale and strict6. The log
prismatic site is the category ((X,MX)/(A,MA))∆ with the étale (pre)topology.
The structure sheaf O∆ is defined by (B, IB,MB) 7→ B. Similarly, O∆ is defined
by (B, IB,MB) 7→ B/IB, and satisfies O∆ ⊗LA A/I ∼= O∆.
Remark 4.2 (The category of étale coverings). Let (B, IB,MB) be an object
of ((X,MX)/(A,MA))∆, and B/IB → C a p-completely étale map. Then, by
Lemma 2.13 and Proposition 2.15, it lifts uniquely to a (p, I)-completely étale
map (B, IB,MB) → (C, IC,MC) in ((X,MX)/(A,MA))∆ with C/IC ∼= C. Thus,
the category of objects étale over (B, IB,MB) is equivalent to the category of p-
completely étale B/IB-algebras. This guarantees that the log prismatic site is
indeed a site and the structure sheaves are sheaves on it.
Remark 4.3. We fixed a chart MA → A of the log formal scheme (Spf(A),MA)a.
While the assumption that (X,MX) is smooth over (A,MA) possibly depends on
the chart, the log prismatic site itself only depends on (Spf(A),MA)a and (X,MX).
IfMX is the trivial log structure, our log prismatic site recovers the prismatic site
(X/A)∆ of Bhatt-Scholze with étale topology in place of flat topology [BS, Definition
4.1].
Remark 4.4 (Relation to the étale site). With Remark 4.2, we use the same
construction as in [BS, Remark 4.4] to define a morphism of topoi:
ν : Shv(((X,MX)/(A,MA))∆)→ Shv(Xe´t),
and, for any étale map U → X , we have a canonical isomorphism
(ν∗F )(U → X) ∼= H0(((U,MU )/(A,MA))∆, F |((U,MU )/(A,MA))∆),
6This means the pullback induces an isomorphism of log structures.
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where MU is the pullback of MX . Write
∆(X,MX)/(A,MA) := Rν∗O∆ ∈ D(Xe´t, A),
∆(X,MX)/(A,MA) := Rν∗O∆ ∈ D(Xe´t, A/I).
These are commutative algebra objects in the corresponding derived categories and
satisfy
∆(X,MX )/(A,MA)
∼= ∆(X,MX )/(A,MA) ⊗LA A/I.
4.2. Computing log prismatic cohomology. Suppose that X is an affine for-
mal scheme Spf(R) and there is an integral chart P → Γ(X,MX) over MA. In
particular, (X,MX) is log-affine by Lemma A.1. In this situation, we also write
((R,P )/(A,MA))∆ for ((X,MX)/(A,MA))∆ instead. A standard argument shows
that the cohomology of the structure sheaf does not change by replacing the étale
topology by the indiscrete topology. We assume that
MA → P is integral and weakly finitely generated
to have good control of log prismatic envelopes.
Set
∆(R,P )/(A,MA) := RΓ(((R,P )/(A,MA)∆,O∆).
This is a (p, I)-complete commutative algebra object in D(A) equipped with a φ-
semilinear map ∆(R,P )/(A,MA) → ∆(R,P )/(A,MA) induced by that of O∆ determined
by δ-structures. Similarly, we define
∆(R,P )/(A,MA) := RΓ(((R,P )/(A,MA)∆,O∆).
This is a p-complete commutative algebra object in D(A/I), and there is a natural
isomorphism
∆(R,P )/(A,MA) ⊗LA A/I ∼= ∆(R,P )/(A,MA).
These objects only depend on (X,MX) = (Spf(R), P )a and (A, I,MA)a.
Construction 4.5 (Čech-Alexander complexes for log prismatic cohomology).
Take a surjection MB = MA ⊕MAB → P from a monoid MB free over MA, i.e.,
MAB is isomorphic to N
T for some set T . Take a surjection from a (p, I)-completed
polynomial ring
B0 := A〈(Xs)s∈S ,NT 〉 → R
for some set S, compatible with the map MB → P .
Let (B,MB) be the (p, I)-completed δlog-ring over (A,MA) generated by B0:
B = (A{(Xs)s∈S}δ{NT }δlog)∧(p,I).
Let (B•0 ,M
•
B) (resp. (B
•,M•B)) be the (p, I)-completed Čech nerve of (A,MA) →
(B0,MB) (resp. (A,MA)→ (B0,MB)), with a natural inclusion
(B•0 ,M
•
B) →֒ (B•,M•B)
identifying monoids. There is a surjection of prelog rings
(B•0 ,M
•
B)→ (R,P ).
Denote by J• ⊂ B•0 the kernel of B•0 → R.
Each (B•0 ,M
•
B) satisfies the condition (∗) of Proposition 3.9, thus we may apply
the proposition to
(B•, (J•B•)∧(p,I),M
•
B)
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as all other assumptions are satisfied as well, and we obtain a cosimplicial prelog
prism and the associated cosimplicial object in ((R,P )/(A,MA))∆:
(C•, IC•,M•C), (C
•, IC•,M•C)
a
with exact surjections (C•,M•C)→ (C•/IC•, P ). Each C• is (p, I)-completely flat
over A, and this cosimplicial object in ((R,P )/(A,MA))∆ agrees with the Čech
nerve of (C0, IC0,MC0)a by Proposition 3.7.
By the freeness of (B0,MB) as a prelog ring, for any object (B′, IB′,MB′) of
((R,P )/(A,MA))∆, there exists at least one map of prelog rings
(B0,MB)→ (B′,MB′)
lifting the composite (B0,MB) → (R,P ) → (B′/IB′, P )a, which maps J to IB′.
The δ- and δlog-structures on (B′,MB′) and the freeness of (B,MB) as a δlog-ring
enable us to extend it to a map of δlog-triples
(B, (JB)∧(p,I),MB)→ (B′, IB′,MB′)
yielding a map of log prisms
(C0, IC0,MC0)
a → (B′, IB′,MB′).
Therefore, the object (C0, IC0,MC0)a in ((R,P )/(A,MA))∆ represents a covering
of the final object of the topos Shv(((R,P )/(A,MA))∆). Thus, ∆(R,P )/(A,MA) is
computed by the cosimplicial δ-A-algebra C•. (Use [Sta, Tag 079Z] and the affine
vanishing, or work with the indiscrete topology.) This construction commutes with
any base change (A, I,MA)→ (A′, IA′,MA′).
Remark 4.6 (Strictly functorial complexes computing log prismatic cohomology).
Continuing from the above construction, we further assume that
P = Γ(X,MX), i.e., we look at the identity Γ(X,MX)→ Γ(X,MX).
Recall that we also require that MA → P = Γ(X,MX) be integral and weakly
finitely generated. For instance, this is the case for any “small” neighborhood of a
geometric point x of X under some mild assumption by Lemmas A.9, A.10, and
smoothness of (X,MX).
In Construction 4.5, we can take a surjection (B0,MB) → (R,P ) strictly func-
torial on (X,MX) under these assumptions. Explicitly, we can use a unique map
(B0,MB) = (A〈NR ⊕ NP 〉,MA ⊕ NP )→ (R,P )
sending 1r 7→ r, 1p 7→ p for r ∈ R, p ∈ P .
The resulting complex C•((R,P )/(A,MA),O∆) is a strictly functorial complex
computing ∆(R,P )/(A,MA). (This complex does not commute with base changes on
(A,MA), but still functorial on base changes of (A,MA).)
Remark 4.7 (The log-affine line). Let (R,P ) = (A/I〈X〉,MA ⊕N). In Construc-
tion 4.5, we can take
(B0,MB) = (A〈X〉,MA ⊕ N).
The resulting cosimplicial δ-A-algebra C• commutes with base change on the prelog
prism (A, I,MA).
Remark 4.8 (Monoid algebras). In Construction 4.5, assume that R = A/I〈P 〉.
Then, we can take
(B0,MB) = (A〈NP 〉,MA ⊕ NP ).
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The resulting cosimplicial δ-A-algebra C• commutes with base change on the prism
(A, I) without changing MA.
The above construction has immediate consequences.
Lemma 4.9 (Base change I). Let (R,P ) be as above. Suppose (A, I,MA) →
(A′, IA′,MA′) is a map of bounded prelog prisms such that MA′ is integral and
A → A′ has finite (p, I)-complete Tor amplitude. If we write (R′, P ′) for the p-
completed base change of (R,P ) as a prelog ring, then the natural map induces an
isomorphism
∆(R,P )/(A,MA)⊗̂
L
AA
′ ∼=−→ ∆(R′,P ′)/(A′,MA′).
Similar statement holds for ∆(R,P )/(A,MA).
Proof. Note that (R′, P ′) satisfies the assumption in §4.2. Given Construction 4.5,
we can argue as in [BS, Lemma 4.18]. 
Lemma 4.10 (Strict étale localization). Let R → S be a p-completely étale map
of A/I-algebras; in particular, (S, P ) is p-completely smooth over (A,MA). Then
the natural map
∆(R,P )/(A,MA)⊗̂
L
RS → ∆(S,P )/(A,MA)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Note that the pair (S, P ) satisfies the assumption in §4.2. We proceed as in
the proof of [BS, Lemma 4.19]. The restriction functor
((Spf(S), P )a/(A,MA))∆ → ((Spf(R), P )a/(A,MA))∆
sending (B, IB,MB) to itself regarded as an object of the target admits a right
adjoint
F : ((Spf(R), P )a/(A,MA))∆ → ((Spf(S), P )a/(A,MA))∆.
At the level of R-algebras, F is the p-completed base change along R→ S and F is
its unique lifting determined by Remark 4.2. Thus, the proof of [BS, Lemma 4.19]
works in our setting. 
4.3. A remark on globalization. Any site-theoretic construction will be tau-
tologically global as the log prismatic site is globally defined. However, in some
situation, we would have to work purely locally and use strictly functorial com-
plexes like the one in Remark 4.6, and glue them to globalize; cf. Section 8. To do
so, we need a basis of the étale site of X for which charts satisfying the assumptions
in Remark 4.6 exist.
More concretely, we want a basis (Ui → X)i∈I such that (Ui, (MX)|Ui) is log-
affine, and MA → Γ(Ui,MX) is integral and weakly finitely generated. Lemmas
A.9, A.10, and smoothness of (X,MX) imply that this is the case if
• the underlying topological space of X is locally noetherian, and
one of the following holds:
• the monoid MA has finitely many prime ideals [Ogu18, I.1.4.1], or
• the image of MA \M×A → A is contained in
√
I.
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5. The crystalline comparison
In the case of crystalline prisms, i.e., I = (p), we relate the log prismatic coho-
mology to the log crystalline cohomology.
Let (A, (p),MA) be a log prism or prelog prism of rank 1, with integral MA.
In particular, A is p-torsionfree. Let I be a PD ideal of A that contains p, i.e.,
I admits divided powers. The Frobenius map (A/p,MA) → (A/p,MA), where
Frobenius acts on MA via φMA from Remark 2.3, factors as
(A/p,MA)→ (A/I,MA) ψ−→ (φ∗A/p, φ∗MA)
with the first map being a natural surjection since I maps to (p) under the Frobenius
map. (Here φ∗MA denotes MA regarded as a monoid over MA via φMA .)
Let (R,P ) be a smooth prelog ring over (A/I,MA) with P integral, and assume
that MA → P is integral and (weakly) finitely generated. Let (R(1), P (1)) be the
base change of (R,P ) along ψ; the monoid P (1) is given by the pushout
P ←−−−− MAy
ym 7→φMA (m)
P (1) ←−−−− φ∗MA.
Note that P (1) is integral as MA → P is integral, (R(1), P (1)) is smooth over
(φ∗A/p, φ∗MA), and φ∗MA → P (1) is (weakly) finitely generated.
We prove the crystalline comparison under a technical assumption on charts. A
map of monoids h : M → N is exact if the following diagram
M
h−−−−→ Ny
y
Mgp
hgp−−−−→ Ngp
is Cartesian. If M,N are integral and h is injective, this means Mgp ∩ N = M
inside Ngp, and in particular Mgp ∩N× =M×.
Note that a map of integral monoids is exact surjective if and only if it is exact
and surjective, so no confusion occurs.
Back to the setting at the beginning.
Theorem 5.1. Assumptions as above. Further assume that MA → P is exact and
(R,P ) admits an exact surjection (R˜, P˜ ) → (R,P ) from a smooth lift (R˜, P˜ ) over
(A/p,MA). Then, there exists a canonical isomorphism
∆(R(1),P (1))/(φ∗A,φ∗MA)
∼= φ∗RΓcrys((R,P )/(A,MA))
of E∞-φ∗A-algebras compatible with the Frobenius.
Remark 5.2. If the base change of log prismatic cohomology holds for the map
(A,MA) → (φ∗A, φ∗MA), one can replace the left hand side by the p-completed
base change of ∆(R,P )/(A,MA).
The required lifting (R˜, P˜ ) of (R,P ) perhaps always exists as in the case of
schemes [Sta, Tag 07M8], but we leave it as an assumption. It exists if P itself is a
smooth chart, i.e., the one appearing in the definition of smoothness (see Definition
A.11), of the associated log scheme (X,MX) over (A/I,MA). In particular, the
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lifting exists étale locally, and in fact we can globalize the crystalline comparison.
One global formulation is the following:
Theorem 5.3 (The crystalline comparison). Let (X,MX) be a smooth log scheme
over (A/I,MA). If MA → A is an exact chart of the associated log structure, there
is a canonical isomorphism of E∞-φ∗A-algebras on Xe´t:
∆
(X(1),M
(1)
X )/(φ∗A,φ∗MA)
∼= φ∗Rucrys∗ Ocrys
in D(Xe´t, φ∗A) under the natural identification D(X
(1)
e´t , φ∗A)
∼= D(Xe´t, φ∗A), where
ucrys denotes the projection from the crystalline topos and (X(1),M
(1)
X ) is the base
change of (X,MX) along ψ.
Remark 5.4. The assumption on the chart MA → A is stronger than needed and
it forces any (étale locally defined) chart MA → P of (X,MX) to be exact by
[Ogu18, III.2.5.2.1, III.2.2.2.1] as our smooth morphisms are integral. (Note that
log schemes are assumed to be fine in the reference but both statements hold for
integral log schemes.)
We essentially follow [BS, Theorem 5.2] for the proof, but we formulate it in a
more site-theoretic way.
5.1. The δlog-crystalline site. The δlog-crystalline site is a special case of the log
q-crystalline site in §7.2 below. It is a modification of the big log crystalline site
such that each object is equipped with a Frobenius lift, i.e., δ- and δlog-structure.
We shall consider a general log p-adic formal scheme (X,MX) over (A,MA)
instead of (R,P ).
Definition 5.5 (The δlog-crystalline site). We define the (big) δlog-crystalline site
((X,MX)/(A,MA))δCRYS as the opposite of the category whose object consists of
• a p-adically log-affine δlog-ring (B,MB) over (A,MA) with B being p-
torsionfree and a p-completed PD ideal J ⊂ B such that B/J is classically
p-complete, called a δlog-PD triple over (A,MA),
• a map of p-adic formal schemes f : Spf(B/J)→ X over A, and
• an exact closed immersion of log p-adic formal schemes
(Spf(B/J), f∗MX) →֒ (Spf(B),MB)a
over (A,MA).
Morphisms are obvious ones. We endow it with the étale topology as in the case
of log prismatic site. (Any étale cover of B/J lifts uniquely to an étale cover of
(B, J,MB).) The structure sheaf OδCRYS is defined by sending (B, J,MB) to B,
which is indeed a sheaf. We write RΓδCRYS((X,MX)/(D,MD)) for the cohomology
of the structure sheaf.
Remark 5.6. For a δlog-PD triple (B, J,MB) over (A,MA), J admits divided
powers as B is assumed to be p-torsionfree. Thus, for any PD-ideal I of A, the
divided power structure of I extends to IB, and further to J + IB. In other words,
the divided power structures of I, J are always compatible.
Remark 5.7 (Relation to a mixed-characteristic log crystalline site). We define
a version of the big log crystalline site7 ((X,MX)/(A,MA))CRYS with the étale
7The notation here is traditionally used for crystalline topoi rather than crystalline sites.
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topology by dropping δ- and δlog-structures on B in the definition of δlog-crystalline
site. Its structure sheaf is denoted by OCRYS. There is a morphism of topoi
uX : Shv(((X,MX)/(A,MA))CRYS)→ Shv(Xe´t)
as usual.
There is a natural cocontinuous functor of sites
((X,MX)/(A,MA))δCRYS → ((X,MX)/(A,MA))CRYS
by forgetting δ- and δlog-structures, identifying étale coverings. It induces a mor-
phism of topoi
Shv(((X,MX)/(A,MA))δCRYS)→ Shv(((X,MX)/(A,MA))CRYS),
and its composite with uX :
uδX : Shv(((X,MX)/(A,MA))δ CRYS)→ Shv(Xe´t).
The pushforward along uX , uδX are computed as in the case of log prismatic site.
Finally, as OCRYS restricts to OδCRYS, we have a canonical map
RuX∗OCRYS → RuδX∗OδCRYS.
Remark 5.8 (Relation to usual log crystalline sites). For simplicity, suppose X
lives over A/I for a p-completed PD ideal I ⊂ A containing p. For any integer
m ≥ 1, the reduction mod pm defines a cocontinuous functor
((X,MX)/(A,MA))CRYS → ((X,MX)/(A/pm,MA))CRYS
to the log version of the big crystalline site with affine objects and the étale topology,
and the local computation of RuX∗OCRYS given in the proof of Proposition 5.9
below shows that it induces the following isomorphisms
Rucrys∗ O(X,MX )/(A/pm,MA)
∼=←− RuCRYS∗ O(X,MX )/(A/pm,MA)
∼=−→ RuX∗(OCRYS ⊗LA A/pm)
∼=←− (RuX∗OCRYS)⊗LA A/pm
compatibly with m, where uCRYS∗ denote the projection from the big crystalline
site. The last identification is the projection formula [Sta, Tag 0943].
The isomorphisms lift to an isomorphism in D(Xe´t × N, A). Therefore, taking
the derived limit, we obtain a canonical isomorphism
Rucrys∗ O(X,MX )/(A,MA) ∼= RuX∗OCRYS
since RuX∗OCRYS is p-complete [Sta, Tag 099J]. (Use also [Bei13, 1.12].)
Proposition 5.9 (δlog-crystalline cohomology and log crystalline cohomology).
Let I ⊂ A be a p-completed PD ideal such that A/I is classically p-complete. If
(X,MX) is smooth over (A/I,MA), the natural map induces an isomorphism of
E∞-A-algebras on Xe´t:
RuX∗OCRYS
∼=−→ RuδX∗OδCRYS.
Proof. It suffices to show that the restriction map
RΓ(((X,MX)/(A,MA))CRYS,OCRYS)
→ RΓ(((X,MX)/(A,MA))δCRYS,OδCRYS)
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is an isomorphism if (X,MX) comes from a prelog ring (R,P ) with a lift (R˜, P˜ ) as
in Theorem 5.1 but we require neither that I contain p nor MA → P˜ be exact. We
can even assume that P itself is a smooth chart.
Take a surjection
(B0,MB) = (A〈(Xs)s∈S ,NT 〉,MA ⊕ NT )→ (R˜, P˜ )
over (A,MA) for some sets S, T whose kernel is Zariski locally generated by p
and a p-completely regular sequence relative to A. Denote the p-completed Čech
nerve of (A,MA) → (B0,MB) by (B•0 ,M•B) with surjections (B•0 ,M•B) → (R,P ),
and their p-completed log PD envelopes by (C•0 ,M
•
C) regarded as p-adically log-
affine prelog rings. By an argument analogous to Proposition 3.9, we see that each
C•0 is p-completely flat over A (cf. [BS, Lemma 2.42]), hence p-torsionfree as A
is so. Therefore, it is the Čech nerve of (C•0 ,M
•
C) in ((X,MX)/(A,MA))CRYS.
Write J for the kernel of C0 → R. As (C0, J,MC) is a weakly final object of
((X,MX)/(A,MA))CRYS, the cosimplicial A-algebra C•0 computes the cohomology
RΓ(((X,MX)/(A,MA))CRYS,OCRYS); compare with Construction 4.5.
We have a similar computation for the δlog-crystalline cohomology, parallel to
Construction 4.5. Namely, let
B = (A{(Xs)s∈S}δ{NT}δlog)∧p ,
and write C for the p-completion of B ⊗B0 C0, which is p-torsionfree. Since B0 →
B is p-completely flat, (JC)∧p is a PD ideal of C and C is identified with a p-
completed log PD envelope of (B,MB) with a surjection MB → P˜ and an ideal
generated, Zariski locally, by p and a p-completely regular sequence relative to A.
Therefore, C is a δ-ring over C0 by [BS, Corollary 2.38] and Zariski descent. It
is easy to see that the δlog-PD triple associated to (C, (JC)∧p ,MC) is weakly final
in the category ((X,MX)/(A,MA))δCRYS, and its Čech nerve C• computes the
cohomology RΓ(((X,MX)/(A,MA))δ CRYS,OδCRYS). Moreover, the Čech nerve
has the following description:
C• ∼= (B• ⊗B•0 C•0 )∧p ,
where B• comes from the p-completed Čech nerve of (A,MA)→ (B,MB). (To see
that the right hand side comes from a simplicial object of ((X,MX)/(A,MA))δCRYS,
we use again [BS, Corollary 2.38] and Zariski descent.)
To conclude, it is enough to observe that the natural map C•0 → C• is a cosim-
plicial homotopy equivalence because B•0 → B• is so by the p-completely freeness
of B over B0. (Another way to conclude is to regard C0 → C as a covering in the
big crystalline site with the ind-smooth topology and argue that C• computes the
same cohomology.) 
Remark 5.10 (Smooth δlog-algebras compute the δlog-crystalline cohomology).
For simplicity assume I contains p. Suppose X = Spec(R) is affine with a chart
MA → P that is integral and weakly finitely generated, and let (B,MB)→ (R,P )
be a surjective map from a p-completely smooth δlog-ring (B,MB) of topologically
of finite presentation over (A,MA). Then, its log PD envelope modulo pm, for
every integer m ≥ 1, is PD-smooth over (A/pm,MA) in the sense of [Bei13, 1.4] by
Remark A.18. (Compare with [Bei13, 1.4 Remarks (ii)].)
Therefore, by [Bei13, 1.6], the (p-completed) Čech nerve C• of the p-completed
log PD envelope (C,MC) either in the δlog-crystalline site or the log crystalline
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site computes the log crystalline cohomology of (X,MX) over (A,MA). Combined
with Remark 5.8 and Proposition 5.9, C• also computes the δlog-crystalline coho-
mology. Moreover, the log de Rham complex with coefficients in C computes these
cohomology as well [Bei13, 1.8, 1.7 Exercises (i)].
5.2. Proof of the crystalline comparison. First we define a cocontinuous func-
tor
((X,MX)/(A,MA))δCRYS → ((X(1),M (1)X )/(φ∗A, φ∗MA))∆.
Let (B, J,MB) be an object of ((X,MX)/(A,MA))δCRYS. Take the pushout
MA
φMA−−−−→ φ∗MAy
y
MB −−−−→ M (1)B
with a map M (1)B → φ∗MB induced by φMB from Remark 2.3. Taking the com-
posite of the last map with MB → B, we obtain a prelog ring (φ∗B,M (1)B ) over
(φ∗A, φ∗MA). Then, the Frobenius on (B/p,MB) factors, where MB is acted by
φMB , as
(B/p,MB)→ (B/J,MB) ψB−→ (φ∗B/p,M (1)B )→ (φ∗B/p, φ∗MB).
The composite
Spf(φ∗B/p)
ψB−→ Spf(B/J)→ X
factors through X(1) over φ∗A/p. One can check that
(φ∗B, (p),M
(1)
B )
a with Spf(φ∗B/p)→ X(1)
comes naturally from an object of ((X(1),M (1)X )/(φ∗A, φ∗MA))∆. This defines the
desired functor. It is cocontinuous because ψB identifies the étale covers of B/J
and B/p. Moreover, it gives rise to a morphism of ringed topoi
(Shv(((X,MX)/(A,MA))δCRYS), φ∗OδCRYS)
→ (Shv((X(1),M (1)X )/(φ∗A, φ∗MA))∆,O∆).
Thus, we obtain a comparison map as in Theorem 5.3.
To prove the comparison map is an isomorphism, we may work locally and
it suffices to prove Theorem 5.1. We recall the computation of δlog-crystalline
cohomology from the proof of Proposition 5.9. Take (R˜, P˜ ) as in the assumption of
Theorem 5.1. Choose a surjection
(B0,M
0
B) = (A〈(Xs)s∈S ,NT 〉,MA ⊕ NT )→ (R˜, P˜ )
over (A,MA) for some sets S, T whose kernel is Zariski locally generated by p and
a p-completely regular sequence relative to A. Let
B = (A{(Xs)s∈S}δ{NT}δlog)∧p ,
and (B•,M•B) the Čech nerve of (A,MA) → (B,M0B). A certain p-completed log
PD envelope (C•,M•C) computes the δlog-crystalline cohomology as in the proof of
5.9. More precisely, it is given as follows. Let (B•0 ,M
•
B) denotes the Čech nerve of
(A,MA)→ (B0,M0B). We have a surjection (B•0 ,M•B) → (R˜, P˜ ), and denote its p-
completed exactification by ((B•0 )
′, (M•B)
′) and the p-completed log PD envelope by
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(C•0 ,M
•
C). If J
• denotes the kernel of (B•0)
′ → R˜, C•0 is obtained as the p-completed
PD envelope of J• ⊂ (B•0)′. Finally, C• is the p-completion of B• ⊗B•0 C•0 , which
is the p-completed PD envelope of
(B•)′ := (B• ⊗B•0 (B•0 )′)∧p
with the p-completed ideal generated by J•.
On the other hand, starting from the following surjection
((φ∗φ
∗B0)
∧
p ,M
0(1)
B )→ (R˜(1), P˜ (1))
over (φ∗A, φ∗MA), we can compute the log prismatic cohomology as in Construction
4.5. Using the above notation, consider
φ∗φ
∗J• ⊂ φ∗φ∗(B•0 )′ and its extension φ∗(φ∗J•(B•)′)∧p ⊂ φ∗(φ∗(B•)′)∧p .
The prismatic envelope D• over (φ∗A, (p)) of the latter computes the log prismatic
cohomology.
The Frobenius φ(B•)′ : (B•)′ → φ∗(B•)′ extends to
1⊗ φ(B•)′ : φ∗φ∗(B•)′ → φ∗(B•)′,
and it further extends to
D• → φ∗C•
by the description of the PD envelope [BS, Corollary 2.38]. These maps come from
a map of δlog-rings
(φ∗φ
∗B,M
0(1)
B )
1⊗φB−→ (φ∗B,M0(1)B )
identifying M0(1)B . Therefore, the extended map is compatible with the morphism
of ringed topoi and the calculation of the cohomology of structure sheaves, and
it remains to show that it is an isomorphism. By the argument in the proof of
[BS, Theorem 5.2], it suffices to show that the natural map
A→ (B•0 )′
is a cosimplicial homotopy equivalence.
Recall that
(B00)
′ is p-completely free over the p-completion of A⊗Z(p)[MA] Z(p)[(M0B)′].
Set
Q1 =MA, Q2 = (M
0
B)
′, G = Qgp2 /Q
gp
1 .
Recall also that G is a free abelian group. So, (MnB)
′ is isomorphic to Q2⊕Gn, and
it suffices to show that the following cosimplicial A-algebra
A⊗Z(p)[Q1] Z(p)[Q2]→ A⊗Z(p)[Q1] Z(p)[Q2 ⊕G]→ A⊗Z(p)[Q1] Z(p)[Q2 ⊕G2]→ · · ·
is homotopy equivalent to A, and this is done in the proof of [Niz08, 3.28]. (The
setting in [Niz08] is different but the same formulas and computation work.) Note
that the exactness of Q1 → Q2 is needed here, and it follows from the exactness of
MA → P .
6. The Hodge-Tate comparison
After recalling Gabber’s cotangent complexes for maps of prelog ringed struc-
tures on topoi, we formulate and prove the Hodge-Tate comparison under various
assumptions.
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6.1. Gabber’s logarithmic cotangent complex. There are two notions of log-
arithmic cotangent complexes in the literature; one is defined by Olsson, and the
other one is due to Gabber [Ols05]. We shall use (the completed version of) Gab-
ber’s cotangent complex as it is defined without any finiteness conditions.
We mainly work locally. Let f : (A,MA) → (B,MB) be a map of prelog rings
and assume that A and B are classically I-complete for some finitely generated ideal
I ⊂ A. Using the canonical free resolution of prelog ringed structure on a topos
(with enough points), Gabber(-Olsson) defined the cotangent complex [Ols05, 8.5].
We apply it in the étale topos of the I-adic formal scheme Spf(B) to
(f−1OSpf(A), f−1MA)→ (OSpf(B),MB),
where OSpf(A),OSpf(B) are structure sheaves on corresponding formal schemes and
MA,MB are constant étale sheaves associated with MA,MB. (Compare with
[Ols05, 8.29].) We denote its I-completion by L(B,MB)/(A,MA), often regarded as
an I-complete object of the derived category of OSpf(B)-modules.
We list some properties:
(1) If MA →MB is an isomorphism, L(B,MB)/(A,MA) is canonically isomorphic
to the I-completed (nonlog) cotangent complex LB/A [Ols05, 8.22].
(2) For maps (A,MA) → (B,MB) → (C,MC) of classically I-complete prelog
rings, there is a functorial distinguished triangle
(L(B,MB)/(A,MA) ⊗LOSpf(B) OSpf(C))∧ → L(C,MC)/(A,MA) → L(C,MC)/(B,MB)
+1−→
[Ols05, 8.18], where the completion is I-adic.
(3) A natural map
L(B,MB)/(A,MA) → L(B,MaB)/(A,MaA)
induces an isomorphism [Ols05, 8.20].
The properties (1) and (2) imply that
L(C,MB)/(A,MA)
∼= (L(B,MB)/(A,MA) ⊗LOSpf(B) OSpf(C))∧
for an I-completely étale map B → C as LC/B = 0.
Under our definition of smooth log formal schemes, the cotangent complex may
be identified with the sheaf of log-differentials in the smooth case as shown be-
low. (For a smooth morphism of log schemes in the sense of Kato, the cotangent
complex may not be discrete; a key additional assumption in our convention is the
integrality.)
Let us write Ω1(B,MB)/(A,MA) for the (I-completed) sheaf of log-differentials of
associated log formal schemes, and Ω1(B,MB)/(A,MA) for its global sections, which
only depends on the associated log formal schemes.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that A has bounded p∞-torsion and (B,MB) is I-
completely smooth over (A,MA) with a smooth chart P → MB over MA. Then,
L(B,MB)/(A,MA) is discrete and there is a canonical isomorphism
H0(L(B,MB)/(A,MA))
∼= Ω1(B,MB)/(A,MA).
Proof. By étale localization, it reduces to the case where B is the I-completion
of A ⊗Z[MA] Z[P ]. We denote by OA′ = OSpf(A) ⊗Z[MA] Z[P ] the corresponding
étale sheaf on Spf(A). In this case, we prove an analogous claim for the cotangent
complex L(OA′ ,P )/(OSpf(A),MA) itself (without I-completion) on the étale topos of
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Spf(A) defined in [Ols05]; this in turn implies the result for our I-completed cotan-
gent complex of OSpf(B)-modules as Ω1(A′,P )/(A,MA) (defined in an obvious way) is
free of finite rank over OA′ , and (I-completed) LB/(A⊗Z[MA]Z[P ]) is 0.
In the rest of the proof, every cotangent complex lives in the étale topos of
Spf(A), and we do not take I-completions. At least in the case of fine log schemes,
we are done by [Ols05, 8.34] through the comparison with Olsson’s cotangent com-
plex. Actually, the argument in loc.cit. can be modified so that Olsson’s cotangent
complex does not appear and the finiteness condition on MA is not used. Indeed,
the argument in [Ols05, 8.32] shows that L(OA′ ,P )/(OSpf(A),MA) is isomorphic to the
homotopy pushout of the diagram
OA′ ⊗Z[P ] LZ[P ]/Z[MA] −−−−→ OA′ ⊗Z (P gp/MAgp)y
LOA′/OSpf(A) .
As OA′ = OSpf(A)⊗Z[MA] Z[P ] and Z[P ] is flat over Z[MA], the vertical arrow is an
isomorphism by [Ill71, II.2.2.1]. 
6.2. Formulation of the Hodge-Tate comparison. Fix a bounded prelog prism
(A, I,MA). Let (X,MX) be a smooth log p-adic formal scheme over (A/I,MA).
Recall that
∆(X,MX )/(A/I,MA) = Rν∗O∆, ∆(X,MX )/(A/I,MA) = Rν∗O∆,
∆(X,MX )/(A/I,MA)
∼= ∆(X,MX )/(A/I,MA) ⊗LA A/I.
Consider the Bockstein differential:
βI : H
i(∆(X,MX )/(A,MA)){i} := Hi(∆(X,MX )/(A,MA))⊗LA Ii/Ii+1
→ Hi+1(∆(X,MX )/(A,MA)){i+ 1}.
(Twists {∗} may disappear if (A, I) is orientable, i.e., I is principal, and we fix its
orientation(=generator).)
We have the structure map
η0(X,MX ) : OX → H0(∆(X,MX)/(A,MA)),
and this extends to
η1(X,MX ) : Ω
1
X/A → H1(∆(X,MX )/(A,MA)){1}
by the universal property of the Kähler differentials. We want to extend this map
to log-differentials.
We shall use another description of η1(X,MX ) in terms of cotangent complexes
following [BS, Proposition 4.14]. Assume that (X,MX) is log-affine, and write
X = Spf(R), P = Γ(X,MX). For any object (B, IB,MB) of the log prismatic site
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((R,P )/(A,MA))∆, there are natural maps
RΓ(Spf(R)e´t, L(R,P )/(A,MA)) −→ RΓ(Spf(B/IB)e´t, L(B/IB,P )/(B,MB))
∼=←− RΓ(Spf(B/IB)e´t, L(B/IB,MB)/(B,MB))
∼=−→ IB/I2B[1]
∼=←− I/I2 ⊗LA/I B/IB[1];
the second map is an isomorphism as P andMB have the same associated log struc-
ture on Spf(B/IB), and the third is an isomorphism by [Ill71, III.3.2.4]. Taking
derived global sections on ((R,P )/(A,MA))∆, we get a map
RΓ(Spf(R)e´t, L(R,P )/(A,MA))→ ∆(R,P )/(A,MA){1}[1].
Passing to H0, we obtain
η1(R,P ) : Ω
1
(R,P )/(A/I,MA)
→ H1(∆(R,P )/(A,MA)){1}.
This recovers the previous η1(X,MX ) after restricted to Ω
1
R/P : it reduces by functo-
riality to the case of the affine line with the trivial log structure, and this case is
checked in [ALB, Proposition 3.2.1]. The above map globalizes to
η1(X,MX ) : Ω
1
(X,MX )/(A/I,MA)
→ H1(∆(X,MX )/(A,MA)){1}.
We want to extend the above map to higher degrees. We know that the differ-
ential graded A/I-algebra H∗(∆(R,P )/(A,MA)){∗} is graded commutative. It follows
from [BS, Proposition 6.2] and functoriality that [BS, Lemma 4.9] continues to holds
in our setting. Namely, for any local section f ∈ OX(U), we have βI(f)2 = 0. We
need an analog for log-differentials:
Lemma 6.2. For any local section m ∈MgpX (U), the following holds:
η1(X,MX )(d log(m))
2 = 0 and βI(η1(X,MX )(d log(m))) = 0.
We prove it later, and assume Lemma 6.2 holds true for the moment. Since
Ω1(X,MX)/(A,MA) has locally a basis that consists of elements of the form of d log(m) (m ∈
MgpX (U)), we obtain, from the universality of the log de Rham complex, a map of
commutative differential graded algebras
η∗(X,MX ) : Ω
∗
(X,MX )/(A/I,MA)
→ H∗(∆(X,MX )/(A,MA)){∗}
that compatible with OX -module structure on the terms.
As in the theory of log crystalline cohomology, we need an extra assumption to
proceed so that the Cartier isomorphism holds. We say that a map M → N from
a sharp8 monoid to a monoid is of Cartier type if it is integral and the relative
Frobenius N (1) → N is exact, where N (1) is the pushout of N along the p-th power
map of M .
In local situations, we will assume that MA/M×A → P/P× is of Cartier type.
This is equivalent to that P (1) → P is exact in the setting and notation of Section
5. We say that MA → P is of Cartier type as well.
8A monoid M is sharp if M× = {e}; this assumption is not essential, and put here only for
avoiding conflict of notation N(1).
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Theorem 6.3 (The Hodge-Tate comparison). Suppose that (A, I,MA) with integral
MA is a log prism or a bounded prelog prism of rank 1, X is affine, and P →
Γ(X,MX) is a smooth chart such that MA → P is exact and of Cartier type.
Further assume (at least) one of the following:
(i) (A, I,MA) is a prelog prism of rank 1 and MA ∼= Nr for some integer r.
(ii) I = (p) or A/I is p-torisonfree, and φA : A→ A is (p, I)-completely flat.
Then the map
η∗(X,MX ) : Ω
∗
(X,MX )/(A/I,MA)
→ H∗(∆(X,MX )/(A,MA)){∗}
constructed above is an isomorphism of differential graded A/I-algebras, and the
same holds after any base change on MA without changing (A, I). In particular,
∆(X,MX )/(A,MA) is a perfect complex.
Let us mention some special cases. If P has a decomposition P = MA ⊕ P0, it
is obtained as the base change of the case (i) with r = 0. The case where (A, I) is
a Breuil-Kisin prism is an example of (ii). Also note that φA is (p, I)-completely
flat if (A, I) is a perfect prism, and a perfect prism often gives rise to an example
of (ii).
There are some other cases where the Hodge-Tate comparison is shown; see
Proposition 6.7 and Remark 6.9 in the crystalline case I = (p), and Proposition
6.13 in the non-crystalline case.
It is a routine to globalize the above result under a suitable assumption. (If
MA → A is an exact chart and (X,MX) has the mod p fiber of Cartier type over
(A/(p, I),MA)
a in the sense of [Kat89, 4.8], one can locally make a smooth chart
that is exact and of Cartier type; compare with Theorem 5.3.)
Remark 6.4. By the construction of η(R,P ), the Hodge-Tate comparison implies
that there is an isomorphism
RΓ(Spf(R)e´t, L(R,P )/(A,MA))
∼= (τ≤1∆(R,P )/(A,MA)){1}[1].
Base change holds when the Hodge-Tate comparison is available:
Corollary 6.5 (Base change II). Let (A, I,MA) → (A′, IA′,MA′) be a map of
bounded prelog prisms over which the Hodge-Tate comparison always holds. Then,
the formation of ∆(X,MX )/(A,MA) commutes with the completed base change along
this map.
Proof. This reduces to the corresponding statement for ∆(X,MX )/(A,MA), which fol-
lows from the Hodge-Tate comparison as Ω∗(X,MX )/(A/I,MA) commutes with base
change. 
Remark 6.6 (The de Rham comparison). The de Rham comparison is an isomor-
phism of the form of
RΓ∆((X,MX)/(A,MA))⊗̂
L
A,φφ∗A/I
∼= φ∗RΓdR((X,MX)/(A/I,MA))
∼= φ∗RΓcrys((X,MX)A/(p,I)/(A/I,MA)),
where the completion is p-adic. The de Rham comparison can be deduced in some
cases by rewriting the log prismatic cohomology using base change along some
map to a crystalline prism and applying the crystalline comparison. However,
the characterization of the de Rham comparison isomorphism seems to be best
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explained in terms of Nygaard filtrations, and we will only mention the de Rham
comparison briefly in this paper.
6.3. The case of characteristic p. First we consider the case with I = (p), and
we use the crystalline comparison to show the Hodge-Tate comparison under several
assumptions.
We change the notation for convenience: let (X,MX) = (Spf(R),MX) be a
smooth log scheme over (A/I,MA) for a PD ideal I containing p, and let P →
Γ(X,MX) be a smooth chart. Assume that MA is integral, and MA → P is exact
and of Cartier type. As in Section 5, we define R(1) and P (1). Then, the morphism
of associated log schemes (A/p,MA) → (R,P )a is of Cartier type in the sense of
[Kat89, 4.8].
Proposition 6.7. Under the above assumptions (and without assuming (i) and
(ii) in Theorem 6.3), the Hodge-Tate comparison map η∗
(R(1),P (1))
is defined and an
isomorphism.
Proof. First we assume that R = A/I ⊗Z(p)[MA] Z(p)[P ]. By [Kat89, 4.12], we have
a functorial isomorphism (Cartier isomorphism)
Ω∗(R(1),P (1))/(φ∗A/p,φ∗MA)
∼= H∗(φ∗RΓcrys((R,P )/(A,MA))/p)
of differential graded φ∗A/p-algebras. (In [Kat89, 4.12], log schemes are assumed
to be fine, but the same results holds in our setting. See also [Kat, p.27] and
[Ogu18, III.2.4, V.4.1.3].) Using Theorem 5.1, we obtain a functorial isomorphism
(η∗(R(1) ,P (1)))
′ : Ω∗(R(1),P (1))/(A/p,MA)
∼= H∗(∆(R(1),P (1))/(φ∗A,φ∗MA)){∗}.
Take P = MA ⊕ N and set P ′ = MA ⊕ Z, R′ = R ⊗Z(p)[P ] Z(p)[P ′]. The existence
of the above functorial isomorphism implies that H∗(∆(R(1),P (1))/(φ∗A,φ∗MA)){∗}
vanishes in degree ≥ 2 and the natural map
H∗(∆(R(1),P (1))/(φ∗A,φ∗MA)){∗} → H∗(∆(R′(1),P ′(1))/(φ∗A,φ∗MA)){∗}
is injective. Note that (η∗
(R′(1) ,P ′(1))
)′ is equal to η∗
(R′(1),P ′(1))
by [BS] (or [ALB,
Proposition 3.2.1]) as the log structure is trivial. The injectivity implies Lemma
6.2 for (R(1), P (1)), i.e., the case of log-affine line.
The vanishing result above further implies by functoriality that Lemma 6.2 holds
for general (R(1), P (1)). So η∗
(R(1),P (1))
is defined.
Once the comparison map is defined, we reduce by Lemma 4.10 to the case
of R = A/I ⊗Z(p)[MA] Z(p)[P ]. It remains to show that η∗(R(1),P (1)) agrees with
(η∗
(R(1),P (1))
)′; we have seen that the latter is an isomorphism. This reduces to the
case of log-affine line, and we have already proved that two maps are the same in
this case. This completes the proof. 
Now, we go back to the situation of Theorem 6.3. The above proposition implies
that Theorem 6.3 holds for the log-affine line over (A,MA), and it in turn implies
that Lemma 6.2 holds for a general pair (R,P ), still with I = (p). Therefore, η∗(R,P )
is defined.
Corollary 6.8 (The Hodge-Tate comparison in characteristic p). Theorem 6.3
holds if I = (p).
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Proof. By Lemma 4.10, the statement reduces to the case of R = A/p ⊗Z(p)[MA]
Z(p)[P ].
First we consider the case (ii), i.e., the Frobenius of A/p is (faithfully) flat. By
Lemma 4.9, we can identify η∗
(R(1),P (1))
with the base change of η∗(R,P ). Thus this
case is done by faithfully flat descent and Proposition 6.7.
Let us prove (i). Let A˜ (resp. R˜) be the p-completion of Z(p)[Nr] (resp. Z(p)[P ])
equipped with prelog structures Nr → A˜, P → R˜, and δlog(Nr) = 0. Since the
Frobenius on A˜ is faithfully flat, the case of R˜ and A˜ follows from the case (ii)
above. As η∗(R,P ) is the base change of η
∗
(R˜,P )
and A˜ → A has finite p-completed
Tor amplitude, we see that η∗(R,P ) is an isomorphism as well. This finishes the
proof. 
Remark 6.9. The Hodge-Tate comparison also holds if (A, (p),MA) is a bounded
prelog prism of rank 1, and MA →MA;m 7→ mp is integral.
Let us explain a proof. Take M˜A as in Remark 2.17. Let M˜
1/p∞
A be the perfection
of M˜A obtained as the colimit of p-power maps. Then,
Zp〈M˜A〉 → Zp〈M˜1/p
∞
A 〉
is p-completely faithfully flat. Thus, the Hodge-Tate comparison for (A, (p),MA)
reduces to the case that MA →MA;m 7→ mp is bijective. In this case, the Hodge-
Tate comparison always holds by Proposition 6.7 as every P has the form of (P ′)(1)
for some P ′ .
Remark 6.10. In the crystalline case of Theorem 6.3 and the case of the previous
remark, the de Rham comparison holds true by simply taking the base change along
φ : (A,MA)→ (φ∗A, φ∗MA).
6.4. The case of mixed characteristic. We first prove Theorem 6.3 for the log-
affine line, which implies Lemma 6.2 by functoriality.
Proposition 6.11 (The Hodge-Tate comparison for the log-affine line). The Hodge-
Tate comparison holds if
P = MA ⊕ N and (X,MX) = (Spf(A/I〈X〉, P )a,
where MA is an arbitrary integral monoid. More precisely, η0(R,P ) and η
1
(R,P ) are
isomorphisms and Hi(∆(R,P )/(A,MA)) vanishes for i > 1. In particular, Lemma 6.2
holds in general.
Proof. This is an analogue of [BS, Proposition 6.2].
Choose a map
η : R⊕ Ω1(R,P )/(A/I,MA){−1}[−1]→ ∆(R,P )/(A,MA)
in D(R) inducing η0(R,P ) and η
1
(R,P ); this is possible as the A/I-modules R and
Ω1(R,P )/(A/I,MA) are topologically free. We will show that η is an isomorphism. We
may assume that MA is trivial without changing the underlying ring A.
If I = (p), then η is an isomorphism by Proposition 6.7. Next, we consider the
universal oriented prism A0 as in the proof of [BS, Proposition 6.2], with the trivial
prelog structure. Arguing as in [BS, Proposition 6.2], we use [BS, Construction 6.1]
and Remark 4.7 to reduce the general case to the case of (A, I) = (Zp, (p)) with
the trivial prelog structure, and we already know this case.
The final claim follows by functoriality. 
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Proof of Theorem 6.3. Case (i): We want to proceed as in the proof of Proposition
6.11, but we cannot assume that MA is trivial in general. Under the current as-
sumption on MA, we will apply [BS, Construction 6.1] to a variant of the universal
oriented prism so that the previous argument still work.
We may assume that (A, I,MA) is oriented by [BS, Lemma 3.1] and Lemma
4.9. Let A0 denote the universal oriented prism with orientation d. Let A1 be the
(p, d)-completion of A0[Nr] with the canonical prelog structure Nr → A1. We equip
A1 with a unique δlog-structure of rank 1. Then, the Frobenius on A1/p is flat and
A1/(d) is p-torsionfree; so the requirement of [BS, Construction 6.1] is satisfied for
(A1, (d)). Observe that there is a map
(A1, (d),N
r)→ (A, I,MA)
of prelog prisms by the assumption and Zp[Nr] has the finite global dimension.
Thus, the argument of [BS, Proposition 6.2], combined with Remark 4.8, is available
and it reduces us to the case where A = Zp〈Nr〉, I = (p), X = Spf(R(1)) with
P (1) → Γ(X,MX). Here R = Zp〈P 〉 and R(1), P (1) are defined in a way similar
to Section 5. This is the case treated in Proposition 6.7 by regarding A as φ∗A
instead.
Case (ii): we may assume I = (d) as before. Then, (A, I) satisfies the require-
ment of [BS, Construction 6.1] (the Frobenius of A/p is d-completely flat, and A/I
is assumed to be p-torsionfree), and we get a map of prelog prisms
(A, (d),MA)→ (φ∗B, (p), φ∗MA),
where B is the p-completed PD envelope of (d) ⊂ A, defined as the composite of
the natural inclusion and Frobenius (φA, φMA), satisfying the following properties:
(1) the completed base change functor Dcomp(A) → Dcomp(φ∗B) is conserva-
tive.
(2) A→ φ∗B has finite (p, ξ)-completed Tor amplitude.
Thus, this case is done by Proposition 6.7 and Lemma 4.9. 
Remark 6.12. The de Rham comparison holds in the case (ii); argue as in the
footnote 5.
Finally, let us mention a case related to Remark 6.9:
Proposition 6.13. Theorem 6.3 also holds if all the following conditions are sat-
isfied:
• (A, I,MA) is a bounded prelog prism of rank 1,
• A/I is p-torsionfree, and
• MA →MA;m 7→ mp is integral.
Proof. We may assume that (A, I,MA) is oriented with orientation dA. Let A0
denote the universal oriented prism with orientation d ∈ A0. Recall that p, d is a
regular sequence in A0 and φ of A0 is (p, d)-completely flat. Also, one can see that
φ∗A0/p is d-completely free over A0/p[d1/p], d1/p being regarded as d ∈ φ∗A0/p.
Set
A′ := A⊗̂LA0,φA0,
where the completion is (p, dA)-adic. It is (p, dA)-completely flat over A, hence
discrete, and p-torsionfree as A is so. In addition, 1 ⊗ d is regular in A′/p. Note
that
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φ(1 ⊗ d) = dA ⊗ 1 holds.
Therefore,
A′{dA
p
} = A′{φ(1 ⊗ d)
p
}
is identified with the p-completed PD envelope DA′((1⊗d)) by [BS, Corollary 2.38].
Since DA′((1⊗ d))/p is free over A′/(p, dA), we have that
• the (p, dA)-completed base change functor
Dcomp(A)→ Dcomp(DA′((1⊗ d)))
on (p, dA)-complete objects is conservative, and
• the base change along the map of prelog prisms of rank 1
(A, (dA),MA)→ (DA′((1⊗ d)), (p),MA)
induces an isomorphism of log prismatic cohomology by Lemma 4.9.
(Compare with [BS, Construction 6.1].) Thus, the problem reduces to the case of
Remark 6.9, and we are done. 
Remark 6.14. Under the above assumption, the de Rham comparison would follow
by taking the base change along A → φ∗W (A/I) as in the proof of [BS, Theorem
6.4].
7. Logarithmic q-crystalline cohomology and logarithmic q-de Rham
complexes
We introduce a logarithmic variant of (a big version of) the q-crystalline site of
[BS]. This is a q-deformation of the δlog-crystalline site we introduced before.
Let A = Zp[[q − 1]] with δ-structure given by δ(q) = 0. The q-analogue of p is
defined by
[p]q =
qp − 1
q − 1 = 1 + q + · · · q
p−1
and [p]q specializes to p under q 7→ 1. We have a prism (A, ([p]q)), called the q-de
Rham prism or q-crystalline prism.
If x is an element of a [p]q-torsionfree δ-ring D over A such that φ(x) ∈ [p]qD,
we define
γ(x) =
φ(x)
[p]q
− δ(x).
7.1. Log q-divided power thickenings. First we recall from [BS] that a q-PD
pair is a (p, [p]q)-complete δ-pair (D, I) over (A, (q − 1)) satisfying
(1) (D, ([p]q)) is a bounded prism over (A, ([p]q)),
(2) φ(I) ⊂ [p]qD and γ(I) ⊂ I,
(3) D/(q − 1) is p-torsionfree with finite (p, [p]q)-complete Tor-amplitude over
D,
(4) D/I is classically p-complete.
The final condition is not required in [BS, Definition 16.2], but it makes possible
to consider the affine p-adic formal scheme Spf(D/I), which will be used to define
a big version the q-crystalline site. The q-crystalline site in [BS] is defined only
locally.
We have a logarithmic variant:
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Definition 7.1 (log q-PD triples). A prelog (resp. log) q-PD triple is a triple
(D, I,MD), where (D, I) is a q-PD pair and (D, I,MD) is a δlog-triple (resp. and
(D,MD) is (p, [p]q)-completely log-affine).
In particular, we recover δlog-PD triples (over Zp with the trivial prelog structure)
if q = 1. Let us call a prelog q-PD triple a pre-δlog-PD triple if q = 1.
Prelog q-PD triples form a category, and pre-δlog-PD triples form its full subcat-
egory. If (D, I,MD) is a prelog q-PD triple, we have the associated log q-PD triple
(D, I,MD)
a := (D, I,MaD).
If (D, I,MD) is a prelog q-PD triple, then (D/(q−1), I/(q−1),MD) is a pre-δlog-
PD triple. Suppose (D, I,MD) is a δlog-triple, where D is regarded as an A-algebra
with q = 1. Then, (D, I,MD) is a pre-δlog-PD triple if and only if
(1) D is p-torsionfree and p-adically complete,
(2) D/I is classically p-complete, and
(3) I admits divided powers.
In particular, I is locally nilpotent modulo pmD for any positive integer m, and
we will freely use Remark A.18 for exact closed immersions defined by I.
Example 7.2. Let C be an algebraically closed perfectoid field of characteristic
0, and let ǫ denote a usual element of C♭ for a fixed choice of compatible p-power
roots of unity. Set q = [ǫ] and ξ = φ−1([p]q). The triple
(Ainf(OC), (ξ),O♭C \ {0})
is a prelog q-PD triple.
Lemma 7.3. Let (D, I,MD) be a prelog q-PD triple. If D/I → E is p-completely
étale, there exists a unique prelog q-PD triple (E, J,MD) over (D, I,MD) lifting
D/I → E.
Proof. There is a unique (p, [p]q)-completely étale lift D → E of D/I → E, which
is a δlog-ring over D in a unique way by Lemma 2.13. In particular, E is (p, [p]q)-
completely flat over D. The kernel of E → E is given by J := (IE)∧(p,[p]q). As
E is classically (p, [p]q)-complete, J agrees with the classical (p, [p]q)-completion of
IE. To show that (E, J,MD) is a prelog q-PD triple, we only check the second half
of the condition (2) of Definition 7.1; others are easier. As (D, I) is a q-PD pair,
γ(I) ⊂ I. Recall the following general formulas from [BS, Remark 16.6]:
γ(x+ y) = γ(x) + γ(y) +
p−1∑
i=1
(p− 1)!
i!(p− i)!x
iyp−i,
γ(fx) = φ(f)γ(x) − xpδ(f).
In particular, we see that γ(IE) ⊂ IE. It is easy to check that
δ(pm) ≡ 0 mod pm−1, φ((q − 1)n), δ((q − 1)n) ≡ 0 mod (q − 1)n
for integers m,n ≥ 1. Again using the formulas, we see that
γ(pmIE + (q − 1)nIE) ⊂ pm−1IE + (q − 1)nIE.
Therefore, for any j ∈ J ,
γ(j + pmIE + (q − 1)nIE) ∈ γ(j) + (pm−1, (q − 1)n)J.
As J is with the classical (p, [p]q)-completion of IE, we conclude that γ(j) ∈ J .
(Note that (p, [p]q)-completion and (p, q − 1)-completion agree.) 
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We shall prove the existence of log q-PD envelopes.
Lemma 7.4 (Existence of log q-PD envelopes for smooth log algebras). Fix a
prelog q-PD triple (D1, I1,MD1) with integral MD1 , and let (R,P ) be a p-completely
smooth prelog ring over (D1/I1,MD1) such that MD1 → P is integral and weakly
finitely generated. Assume that (R,P )a admits a smooth lift over (D1,MD1). Let
(D2,0,MD2)→ (R,P ) be a surjection from a prelog ring over (D1,MD1) satisfying
either
• (D2,0,MD2) is a (p, [p]q)-completely smooth δlog-ring of topologically finite
presentation over (D1,MD1), or
• (∗)q: MD1 → MD2 is injective and integral, MgpD2/M
gp
D1
is a free abelian
group, and D2 is (p, [p]q)-completely free over the (p, [p]q)-completion of
D1 ⊗Z(p)[MD1 ] Z(p)[MD2 ].
In the second case, we denote by (D2,MD2) the universal δlog-ring over (D1,MD1)
generated by (D2,0,MD2). Put D2 = D2,0 in the first case. Write I2,0 for the kernel
of D2,0 → R, and I2 for the (p, [p]q)-completion of I2,0D2.
(1) There exists a universal map (D2, I2,MD2) → (D3, I3,MD3) to a prelog
q-PD triple with an exact surjection MD3 → P that fits into a commutative
diagram
MD3 −−−−→ Py
y
D3/I3 ←−−−− D2/I2 = R.
(2) D3 is (p, [p]q)-completely flat over D1.
(3) The bottom arrow in the diagram is an isomorphism D2/I2 ∼= D3/I3.
(4) The map of log q-PD triples (D2, I2,MD2)
a → (D3, I3,MD3)a is universal
among factorizations of (Spf(R), P )a → (Spf(D2),MD2)a into an exact
closed immersion
(Spf(R), P )a ∼= (Spf(D/I), P )a →֒ (Spf(D),MD)a
for log q-PD triples (D, I,MD) over (D2, I2,MD2).
(5) The association (D2, I2,MD2) 7→ (D3, I3,MD3) commutes with (p, [p]q)-
completed base change along (D1, I1,MD1)→ (D′1, I ′1,MD1) of prelog q-PD
triples. In particular, D3⊗̂D1D1/(q−1) is the p-completed log PD envelope
of I2/(q − 1) ⊂ D2/(q − 1).
In light of (4), (D3, I3,MD3)
a is called the log q-PD envelope of (D2,MD2)
a →
(R,P )a.
Proof. To simplify the notation, we only discuss the first case. The case (∗)q is
similar, following the proof of Proposition 3.9.
Assume that (D2,MD2) is (p, [p]q)-completely smooth and topologically of finite
presentaiton over (D1,MD1). We first prove (1)-(3) and (5). Applying Construction
2.18 to (D2,MD2) → (R,P ), we may assume that (D2,MD2) → (R,P ) is exact
surjective by Remark 2.19.
By the assumption, (R,P )a admits a (p, [p]q)-completely smooth lift (R˜, P˜ )
over (D1,MD1), and (D2,MD2)
a → (R,P )a lifts to (D2,MD2)a → (R˜, P˜ ) mod-
ulo (pm, [p]nq ) for each m,n ≥ 1 by Remark A.18. This implies that I2 is generated,
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Zariski locally, by I1 and a (p, [p]q)-completely regular sequence relative to D1.
Thus, we may apply [BS, Lemma 16.10].
To check (4), one may proceed as in the proof of Proposition 3.7 using (1) and
(3). 
7.2. The log q-crystalline site. Fix a prelog q-PD triple (D, I,MD) with integral
MD. Let (X,MX) be a smooth log p-adic formal scheme over (D/I,MD).
Definition 7.5 (The log q-crystalline site). We define the log q-crystalline site
((X,MX)/(D,MD))q CRYS as the opposite of the following category: an object is
a log q-PD triple (E, J,ME) over (D, I,MD) equipped with a morphism of p-adic
formal schemes f : Spf(E/J)→ X over D/I and an exact closed immersion
(Spf(E/J), f∗MX) →֒ (Spf(E),ME)a
over (D,MD). Morphisms are obvious ones. We endow it with the étale topology;
see Lemma 7.3.
Let OqCRYS denote the structure sheaf (E, J,ME) 7→ E. We write
RΓqCRYS((X,MX)/(D,MD))
for the cohomology of the structure sheaf. It is a (p, [p]q)-complete E∞-D-algebra
equipped with a φD-semilinear endomorphism.
As usual, we have a morphism of topoi
uqX : Shv(((X,MX)/(D,MD))qCRYS)→ Shv(Xe´t).
We write qΩ(X,MX )/(D,MD) for Ru
q
X∗OqCRYS, which is an E∞-D-algebra on Xe´t
equipped with a φD-semilinear endomorphism.
If X = Spf(R) is affine and P is a chart of MX over MD, we also write
((R,P )/(D,MD))qCRYS for ((X,MX)/(D,MD))qCRYS,
and
qΩ(R,MR)/(D,MD) for RΓ(((R,P )/(D,MD))qCRYS,OqCRYS).
Remark 7.6. Even if X is affine and MX is trivial, our q-crystalline site differs
from [BS, Definition 16.12]; their site is defined only locally and “small”, while our
site is global and “big”.
Remark 7.7 (Relation to δlog-crystalline sites). If q = 1 in D, the log q-crystalline
site is exactly the δlog-crystalline site. In general, there is a natural functor
((X,MX)/(D/(q − 1),MD))δCRYS → ((X,MX)/(D,MD))q CRYS,
inducing
qΩ(X,MX )/(D,MD)⊗̂
L
DD/(q − 1)→ RuδX∗OδCRYS.
We will show that this is an isomorphism in Theorem 7.10.
Construction 7.8 (Computing log q-crystalline cohomology). Assume that X =
Spf(R) is affine with a chart P → Γ(X,MX) over MD, and
MD → P is integral and weakly finitely generated.
We also assume that (X,MX) admits a smooth lift over (D,MD).
Take a surjection ME = MD ⊕ NT → P for some set T . Take a surjection from
a (p, [p]q)-completed polynomial ring
E0 := D〈(Xs)s∈S ,NT 〉 → R
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for some set S, compatible with the map ME → P .
Let (E,ME) be the (p, I)-completed δlog-ring over (D,MD) generated by E0:
E = (D{(Xs)s∈S}δ{NT }δlog)∧(p,I).
Let (E•0 ,M
•
E) (resp. (E
•,M•E)) be the (p, [p]q)-completed Čech nerve of (D,MD)→
(E0,ME) (resp. (D,MD)→ (E0,ME)), with a natural inclusion
(E•0 ,M
•
E) →֒ (E•,M•E)
identifying monoids. There is a surjection of prelog rings
(E•0 ,M
•
E)→ (R,P ).
Each (E•0 ,M
•
E) satisfies the condition (∗)q of Proposition 7.4, thus we obtain
a cosimplicial object (F •, J•,M•F )
a in ((R,P )/(D,MD))q CRYS with exact surjec-
tions (F •,M•F ) → (F •/J•, P ). Each F • is (p, [p]q)-completely flat over D, and
this cosimplicial object in ((R,P )/(D,MD))qCRYS agrees with the Čech nerve of
(F 0, J0,MF 0)
a.
By the freeness of (E0,ME) as a prelog ring, for any object (F ′, J ′,MF ′) of
((R,P )/(D,MD))q CRYS, there exists at least one map of prelog rings
(E0,ME)→ (F ′,MF ′) lifting the composite (E0,ME)→ (R,P )→ (F ′/J ′, P )a.
The δ- and δlog-structures on (F ′,MF ′) and the freeness of (E,ME) as a δlog-ring
enable us to extend it to a map of δlog-rings
(E,ME)→ (F ′,MF ′)
yielding a map of log q-PD triples
(F 0, J0,MJ0)
a → (F ′, J ′,MF ′).
Therefore, the object (F 0, J0,MF 0)a in ((R,P )/(D,MD))qCRYS represents a cover-
ing of the final object of the topos Shv(((R,P )/(A,MA))q CRYS). Thus, the cosim-
plicial δ-D-algebra F • computes qΩ(R,P )/(D,MD).
Remark 7.9 (Strictly functorial complexes computing log q-crystalline cohomol-
ogy). In Construction 7.8, one may take (E0,ME) → (R,P ) strictly functorial on
(R,P ). Indeed, we set
(E0,ME) := (D〈NR,NP 〉,MD ⊕ NP ).
This construction does not commute with base changes on (D,MD), but still func-
torial on (D,MD).
Theorem 7.10 (Log q-crystalline cohomology and log crystalline cohomology).
The canonical map from Remark 7.7 induces an isomorphism
qΩ(X,MX )/(D,MD)⊗̂
L
DD/(q − 1)
∼=−→ RuδX∗OδCRYS.
Therefore,
qΩ(R,P )/(D,MD)⊗̂
L
DD/(q − 1) ∼= Rucrys∗ O(X,MX )/(D/(q−1),MD),
where the target is defined using the projection from the small crystalline site.
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Proof. We may assume that X = Spf(R) is affine with a smooth chart MD → P .
Let F • a cosimplicial δ-D-algebra computing qΩ(R,P )/(D,MD) as in Construction 7.8.
It also follows from Construction 7.8 and Lemma 7.4 that the term-wise (p, [p]q)-
completion F •⊗̂LDD/(q − 1) computes the δlog-crystalline cohomology. Since the
totalization commutes in this setting [BS, Lemma 16.5 (3)], we see that
qΩ(R,P )/(D,MD)⊗̂
L
DD/(q − 1) ∼= RΓδCRYS((X,MX)/(D,MD)).
The second point is a combination with Proposition 5.9 and Remark 5.8. 
Remark 7.11 (Smooth δlog-algebras compute the log q-crystalline cohomology).
Assume that X = Spf(R) with a chartMD → P that is integral and weakly finitely
generated, and (X,MX) admits a smooth lift over (D,MD). Let (E,ME)→ (R,P )
be a surjection from (p, [p]q)-completely smooth δlog-ring of topologically of finite
presentation over (D,MD). By a similar procedure as in Construction 7.8, we obtain
(F •,M•F ). By Theorem 7.10, the cosimplicial object (F
•,M•F ) also computes the
log q-crystalline cohomology as it computes the log crystalline cohomology modulo
(q − 1) by Remark 5.10. (Also use [BS, Lemma 16.5 (2)].)
Lemma 7.12. Let (D, I,MD)→ (D, I ′,MD) be a strict map of prelog q-PD triples.
Then, there is a canonical isomorphism
qΩ(X,MX )/(D,MD)
∼=−→ qΩ(X,MX )D/I′/(D,MD).
Proof. The canonical embedding XD/I′ →֒ X induces a functor
((X,MX)D/I′/(D,MD))qCRYS → ((X,MX)/(D,MD))qCRYS.
This determines the map, and we shall show that it is an isomorphism.
We may assume X = Spf(R) with a smooth chart MD → P . We apply Con-
struction 7.8 to ((R,P )/(D,MD))q CRYS and obtain F • computing qΩ(R,P )/(D,MD).
It is clear from Construction 7.8 that F • also computes qΩ(R,P )D/I′/(D,MD) 
Assume that (D, I,MD) is a log PD-triple or prelog PD-triple of rank 1. In par-
ticular, we have φMD : MD →MD and the target will be denoted by φ∗MD instead.
Observe that (φD, φMD ) induces ψD : (D/I,MD) → (φ∗D/[p]q, φ∗MD). Write
(X(1),M
(1)
X ) for the base change of (X,MX) along ψD. We have ∆(X(1),M(1)X )/(φ∗D,φ∗MD)
relative to the log prism (φ∗D, ([p]q), φ∗MD).
Theorem 7.13 (Log q-crystalline cohomology and log prismatic cohomology). As-
sume that MD is an exact chart of the associated log structure. There exists a
canonical isomorphism
∆
(X(1),M
(1)
X )/(φ∗D,φ∗MD)
∼=−→ φ∗qΩ(X,MX )/(D,MD)
of E∞-φ∗D-algebras on Xe´t.
Remark 7.14. If the base change holds true, ∆
(X(1),M
(1)
X )/(φ∗D,φ∗MD)
is isomorphic
to the (p, [p]q)-completed base change of ∆(X,MX)/(D,MD) along φD.
Proof. First we construct a functor
((X,MX)/(D,MD))qCRYS → ((X(1),M (1)X )/(D,MD))∆.
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Let (E, J) be an object of ((X,MX)/(D,MD))qCRYS. There is a commutative
diagram
E/J −−−−→ φ∗E/[p]qx
x
D/I
ψD−−−−→ φ∗D/[p]q,
where the top map is induced by φE , and this diagram induces a map of formal
schemes Spf(φ∗E/[p]q)→ X(1). Moreover, φME factors as
ME →M (1)E →ME ,
where the first map is induced by φMD . The log prism (φ∗E, ([p]q),M
(1)
E )
a over
(φ∗D, ([p]q), φ∗MD) can be naturally upgraded to an object of the prismatic site
((X(1),M
(1)
X )/(φ∗D,φ∗MD))∆. This functor is cocontinuous and induces the de-
sired comparison map, say α.
We shall show that α is an isomorphism. We may work locally and assume
that X = Spf(R) with a smooth chart MD → P , which is also exact. In particular,
(R,P ) has a smooth lift over (D/(q−1),MD) (even over (D,MD)). The comparison
map α is compatible with the change of I under the isomorphism of Lemma 7.12
(the prismatic side does not change), so we may further assume that I = (q − 1),
the smallest q-PD ideal.
By [BS, Lemma 16.5 (2)], it suffices to show that α is an isomorphism after
(p, [p]q)-completed base change to D/(q − 1). Applying Lemma 4.9 to
(φ∗D, ([p]q), φ∗MD)→ (φ∗D/(q − 1), (p), φ∗MD),
we obtain an isomorphism
∆(R(1),P (1))/(φ∗D,φ∗MD)⊗̂
L
φ∗Dφ∗D/(q − 1)
∼=−→ ∆
(R
(1)
,P (1))/(φ∗D/(q−1),φ∗MD))
,
where R
(1)
is the base change of R(1) to φ∗D/(p, q − 1). On the other hand, (the
proof of) Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 7.10 give identifications
∆
(R
(1)
,P (1))/(φ∗D/(q−1),φ∗MD))
∼=−→ φ∗RΓδCRYS((X,MX)/(D/(q − 1),MD)),
∼=←− φ∗qΩ(R,P )/(D,MD)⊗̂
L
D/(q − 1),
where the first isomorphism is constructed in exactly the same way as α. Since the
construction of α commutes with the base change D → D/(q−1), we conclude that
α is an isomorphism. 
7.3. Log q-de Rham complexes. From now on, we work locally and assume that
X = Spf(R) is affine, (X,MX) admits a smooth lift over (D,MD), MD → P is a
chart that is integral and weakly finitely generated. We further assume that D is
flat over A. We introduce logarithmic variants of [BS, Construction 16.18, 16.19].
Construction 7.15 (Log q-de Rham complex). Let MD ⊕ NS be a monoid free
over MD for some set S, and let (E,ME) be the (p, [p]q)-completion of
D[NS ] = D ⊗Z(p)[MD ] Z(p)[MD ⊕ NS ],
regarded as a δlog-ring over (D,MD) with δlog(NS) = 0. As D is flat over A, E is
also flat over A.
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For each s ∈ S,
Xs 7→ qXs, Xt 7→ Xt (t 6= s),
defines an automorphism γs of (D[NS ],NS)a as a δlog-ring over (D,MD) since q is
invertible in A. It extends to an automorphism of E as it is congruent to the identity
modulo a topologically nilpotent element (q− 1)Xs. Since q− 1 is a nonzerodivisor
of E, we can define
∇logq,s : E → E; f 7→
γs(f)− f
q − 1 .
There exists a unique D-linear continuous map
∇q : E → Ω1(E,ME)/(D,MD)
such that ∇q(f) =
∑
s∈S ∇logq,s(f)d log(Xs). The associated (p, [p]q)-completed (co-
homological) Koszul complex is the log q-de Rham complex qΩ∗(E,ME)/(D,MD) of
(E,ME) relative to (D,MD). This construction is functorial on S: every map
S → S′ induces a map
qΩ∗(E,ME)/(D,MD) → qΩ∗(E′,ME′ )/(D,MD)
of complexes of D-modules.
We need to generalize the construction of log q-de Rham complexes. Fix S as
above. First note that γs above extends to an automorphism of
D ⊗Z(p)[MD ] Z(p)[MgpD ⊕ ZS ],
and it is congruent to the identity modulo (q − 1).
Let N ⊂MgpD ⊕ ZS be a submonoid containing MD, and set
EN = (the (p, [p]q)-completion of D ⊗Z(p)[MD ] Z(p)[N ]),
regarded as a δlog-ring over (D,MD) by Proposition 2.16. For any n ∈ N , γs(n)
and ∇logq,s(n) are defined inside EN , and γs induces an automorphism of (EN , N)a.
Now, the construction of the log q-de Rham complex works in this setting, and we
obtain qΩ∗(EN ,N)/(MD,D).
This generalized construction is functorial on (S,N): for every map S → S′ and
N → N ′ ⊂ (MD ⊕ NS′)gp, we have a map
qΩ∗(EN ,N)/(D,MD) → qΩ∗(EN′ ,N ′)/(D,MD).
Construction 7.16 (Log q-de Rham complexes for log q-PD envelopes). Using
the notation of Construction 7.15, we let (EN , N) → (R,P ) be a surjection from
some N and (EN ′ , N ′) its exactification. Applying Construction 7.15 to N ′, we
obtain γs, ∇logq , and the log q-de Rham complex qΩ∗(EN′ ,N ′)/(D,MD).
Let (F,MF ) be the log q-PD envelope of (EN , N) → (R,P ), which is the same
as the q-PD envelope of (EN ′ , N ′) → (R,P ). By the same argument of [BS, Con-
struction 16.20] (with (q− 1)Xs replaced by (q− 1)), we can extend ∇logq,s to F and
thus obtain the log q-de Rham complex
qΩ(F,MF )/(D,MD) : F
∇logq−→ F ⊗̂EΩ1(E,ME)/(D,MD)
∇logq−→ F ⊗̂EΩ2(E,ME)/(D,MD) → · · · .
The reduction F/(q − 1) is the classical de Rham complex of the p-completed log
PD envelope [Bei13, 1.7].
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This construction is functorial. If (E1, N1) → (R,P ) is another surjection with
N1 ⊂ MgpD ⊕ ZS1 , and S → S1 is any map compatible with two surjections, then
we have a natural map
qΩ∗(F,MF )/(D,MD) → qΩ∗(F1,MF1 )/(D,MD)
with obvious notation.
Theorem 7.17 (Log q-de Rham cohomology and log q-crystalline cohomology).
Let (E,N) → (R,P ) be a surjection and (F,MF ) the log q-PD envelope as in
Construction 7.16. Then, there is a canonical isomorphism
qΩ(R,P )/(D,MD)
∼= qΩ∗(F,MF )/(D,MD).
This isomorphism is functorial on surjections (E,N)→ (R,P ).
Proof. The proof is entirely parallel to [BS, Theorem 16.21]. To provide references,
let us add some detail.
Let (E•,M•E) be the Čech nerve of (D,MD) → (E,N), and (F •,M•F ) its log
q-PD envelopes. We shall apply Construction 7.16 to each surjection (En,MEn)→
(R,P ), and obtain the log q-de Rham complexes of (F •,M•) relative to (D,MD).
Set M•,∗ := qΩ∗F•,M•F /(D,MD); this is a cosimplicial complex. The proof is done
once we check the following items:
(1) The 0-th row M•,0 computes qΩ(R,P )/(D,MD).
(2) The 0-th columnM0,∗ is exactly the log q-de Rham complex qΩ∗((F,MF )/(D,MD).
(3) For i > 0, the i-th row M•,i is cosimplicially homotopy equivalent to 0.
(4) Any face map F i → F j induces an isomorphism M i,∗ ∼= M j,∗.
Remark 7.11 says (1) holds, and (2) is trivial. For (3), the argument in the nonlog
case [BdJ, 2.15] works because the problem reduces to showing that Ω1(E•,M•E)/(D,MD)
is cosimplicially homotopy equivalent to 0; each module Ω1(E•,M•E)/(D,MD) is free over
E• with a basis obtained from d log(Xs), and their behavior under maps [n]→ [m]
are essentially the same as in the nonlog case. Finally, (4) reduces to the corre-
sponding statement modulo (q − 1), which holds as both sides compute the same
log crystalline cohomology [Bei13, (1.8.1)]; see also the last part of the proof of
loc.cit.. 
8. Comparison with AΩ
We compare the log q-crystalline cohomology with the Ainf -cohomology in the
semistable case [ČK19]. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p
and C the completed algebraic closure of W (k)[1/p].
Theorem 8.1. Let X be a p-adic formal scheme over OC that is, étale locally,
étale over
OC〈t0, . . . , tr, t±1r , . . . , t±1d 〉/(t0 · · · tr − π)
for some non-unit π ∈ OC . Denote by MX its canonical log structure [ČK19, 1.6].
There exists a functorial isomorphism
qΩ(X,MX )/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0})
∼= AΩX
in D(Xe´t, Ainf) compatible with the Frobenius.
Remark 8.2. The isomorphism should be an isomorphism of E∞-Ainf-algebras as
in [BS, Theorem 17.2], but we do not check it here.
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Remark 8.3. As OC \ {0} → OC is an exact chart, qΩ(X,MX )/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0}) is
isomorphic to the (p, µ)-completed base change of ∆(X,MX )/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0}) along φAinf
by Theorem 7.13 and base change.
Proof. We shall construct a functorial isomorphism locally, and we use (a slight
modification of) the notation of [ČK19], especially 5.17. Fix a compatible system
of rational powers of p in OC as in [ČK19, 1.5].
We assume that X = Spf(R) is affine nonempty, that any intersection of irre-
ducible components of Spec(R ⊗OC k) is nonempty and irreducible, and we have
• RΣ = OC〈ZΣ〉 for a finite set Σ,
• a nonempty finite set Λ and, for each λ ∈ Λ,
Rλ := OC〈Nrλ+1 ⊕ Zd−rλ〉/(tλ0 · · · tλ,rλ − pqλ) with qλ ∈ Q>0,
• a closed immersion
X = Spf(R)→ Spf(RΣ)×
∏
λ∈Λ
Spf(Rλ ),
such that X → Spf(RΣ) is already a closed immersion and, for each λ ∈ Λ,
X = Spf(R)→ Spf(Rλ ) is étale.
We endow Spf(RΣ), Spf(R

λ ) with the natural log structure over (OC ,OC \ {0}).
Then, each map X = Spf(R)→ Spf(Rλ ) gives a smooth chart that is small in the
sense of Definition A.8; compare with [Tsu11, 2.3]. Namely, Γ(X,MX) is generated
by OC \{0}, Nrλ+1⊕Zd−rλ , and Γ(X,O×X). It also holds that (X,MX) is log-affine
by Lemma A.1.
For each λ ∈ Λ, we use the following embedding
Nrλ+1 ⊕ Zd−rλ → (OC \ {0})⊕ Zd; e0 7→ (pqλ ,−1, . . . ,−1), ei 7→ ei (i 6= 0)
when we form the log q-de Rham complexes; this embedding is consistent and
compatible with the choice of δλ,i in [ČK19, 5.18, 5.19].
As in [ČK19, 5.18], set
∆Σ = Z
Σ
p , ∆λ := Z
d
p, ∆Σ,Λ := ∆Σ ×
∏
λ∈Λ
∆λ.
By extracting all p-power roots of coordinates, we obtain a perfectoid pro-(finite
étale) ∆Σ,Λ-cover
Spa(RΣ,Λ,∞[1/p], RΣ,Λ,∞)→ Spa(R[1/p], R)
giving a (cohomological) Koszul complex
ηµ(KAinf (RΣ,Λ,∞)((δσ − 1)σ∈Σ, (δλ,i − 1)λ,1≤i≤d);
see loc.cit. for details. By [ČK19, 3.21], this Koszul complex computes
AΩR := RΓ(X
psh
e´t , AΩ
psh
X )
∼= RΓ(Xe´t, AΩX).
Then,
lim−→
Σ,Λ
ηµ(KAinf(RΣ,Λ,∞)((δσ − 1)σ∈Σ, (δλ,i − 1)λ,1≤i≤d)
and its (p, µ)-completion both compute AΩR.
Recall the following lifts of RΣ , R

λ :
A(RΣ) = Ainf〈ZΣ〉, A(Rλ ) = Ainf〈Nrλ+1 ⊕ Zd−rλ〉/(Xλ0 · · ·Xλ,rλ − [p♭]qλ).
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Then, we have a surjection
AΣ,Λ := (A(R

Σ)⊗
⊗
λ∈Λ
A(Rλ ))
∧ → R.
Moreover, if we regard AΣ,Λ naturally as a δlog-ring with
δlog(Z
Σ) = δlog(N
rλ+1 ⊕ Zd−rλ) = 0
over (Ainf ,O♭C \ {0}),
(A,MA) = (lim−→
Σ,Λ
(AΣ,Λ,M

Σ,Λ))
∧ → (R,Γ(X,MX))
is a surjection from a (p, µ)-completely ind-smooth δlog-ring, where MΣ,Λ denotes
the prelog structure. Thus, if we write (D,MD) for the (p, µ)-completed log
q-PD envelope, the following log q-de Rham complex
qΩ∗
(D,M
D
))/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0})
computes the log q-crystalline cohomology qΩ(R,Γ(X,MX ))/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0}).
We shall construct a functorial comparison map
qΩ∗
(D,M
D
)/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0})
)
→ (lim−→
Σ,Λ
ηµ(KAinf (RΣ,Λ,∞)((δσ − 1)σ∈Σ, (δλ,i − 1)λ,1≤i≤d))∧.
It suffices to construct a natural map
D := DΣ,Λ → Ainf(R∞),
where R∞ = (lim−→Σ,ΛRΣ,Λ,∞)
∧, that intertwines γs (in the notation of Construction
7.15) and δσ, δλ,i in [ČK19, 5.18, 5.19].
Set N = (hgp)−1(Γ(X,MX)), where h : MA → Γ(X,MX) denotes the natural
map. There is a natural map MA → Ainf(R∞). The proof of [ČK19, 5.37] shows
that this extends (uniquely) to N . Now, we get a commutative diagram
(A,MA) −−−−→ (Ainf(R∞), N)y
y
(R,Γ(X,MX)) −−−−→ (R∞,Γ(X,MX)).
We have that the top map is a map of δlog-rings, the bottom arrow is strict, the left
vertical map is surjective, and the right vertical map is exact surjective. Therefore,
this commutative diagram induces a desired map D → Ainf(R∞) in a unique way.
The uniqueness also implies that it intertwines γs and δσ, δλ,i as these actions agree
in the exactification of the left vertical map: argue as in the proof of [BS, Theorem
17.2].
Finally, let us show that the comparison map is an isomorphism. In the rest of
the proof, we regard the comparison map as a map of complexes of φ∗Ainf -modules
instead. Theorems 6.3, 7.13, and [ČK19, 4.11, 4.17] show that the Bockstein com-
plexes with respect to [p]q obtained from the source and target of the comparison
map both can be identified with the log de Rham complex
Ω∗
(R(1),Γ(X,MX )(1))/(φ∗Ainf/[p]q,φ∗O♭C\{0})
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as commutative differential graded φ∗Ainf/[p]q-algebras. (Here, R is regarded as
an Ainf/(ξ)(∼= OC)-algebra, R(1) is the base change along Ainf/(ξ) ∼= φ∗Ainf/([p]q),
and φ on O♭C is the p-th power.) Two identifications are a priori possibly different
under the comparison map. In the current setting, the Hodge-Tate comparison map
is determined uniquely by the nonlog part of the Hodge-Tate comparison map given
by the universality of the (nonlog) differentials since the prelog structure consists
of nonzerodivisors. Therefore, arguing as in the proof of [BS, Lemma 17.4], we only
need to compare the following maps to check that two identifications are the same:
ηqΩ : R
(1) → φ∗H0(qΩ∗(D,M
D
)/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0})
/[p]q),
ηAΩ : R
(1) → φ∗H0(AΩX/[p]q).
By étale localization, we are reduced to the case of
R = OC〈tλ,0, . . . , tλ,rλ , . . . , t±1λ,d〉/(tλ,0 · · · tλ,rλ − pqλ)
for some non-unit π ∈ OC , and this case can be checked by a direct computation.
(Strictly speaking, this R does not satisfy our assumption at the beginning of the
proof, but we have a simple comparison map
qΩ∗
(A(Rλ ),M

λ )/(Ainf ,O
♭
C\{0}))
→ ηµKAinf(Rλ,∞)((δλ,i − 1)1≤i≤d),
where Mλ is a natural prelog structure, compatible with the previous comparison
map, and we may use it.) 
The above proof shows that the comparison isomorphism is compatible with the
Hodge-Tate comparison.
8.1. More compatibility. The main result of [ČK19] is the absolute crystalline
comparison [ČK19, 5.4], which identifies AΩ⊗̂LAinfAcrys with the pushforward of
the structure sheaf of the absolute log crystalline site. There is a corresponding
identification for the log q-crystalline cohomology as follows.
Let (X,MX) = (Spf(R),MX) be a smooth log p-adic formal scheme of Cartier
type over (OC ,OC \ {0}) with a small smooth chart P → Γ(X,MX). Combining
Theorems 7.13, 5.1, and the base change of log prismatic cohomology, we have an
isomorphism
qΩ((R,P )/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0})
⊗̂LAinfAcrys ∼= RΓcrys((X,MX)OC/p/(Acrys,O♭C \ {0})).
Remark 8.4. Let us write down the map
qΩ((R,P )/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0}))
→ RΓcrys((R,P )OC/p/(Acrys,O♭C \ {0})).
Using the notation of Construction 7.11, F • computes qΩ((R,P )/(Ainf ,O♭C\{0})). Each
F • is obtained as the log q-PD envelope, and it is identified with the log PD envelope
after the p-completed base change to Acrys since ([p]q) = (p) in Acrys. (Recall the
formula for these envelopes [BS, Lemma 16.10, Corollary 2.38].) The compatibility
with base change of the log prismatic cohomology can be seen by analyzing the
proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 7.13.
We further translate it in terms of log q-de Rham complexes via Theorem 7.17.
To do so, we need a map from the log q-de Rham complex to the corresponding
de Rham complex; this map is given by the formula appearing in [BMS18, 12.5],
[ČK19, (5.15.2)] relating the q-derivative and the usual derivative when we are
working over Acrys, but now the map involved is in the opposite direction and
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the coefficients of the source (resp. target) are log q-PD envelopes (resp. log PD
envelopes)9. Moreover, one sees that this map gives a map from the cosimplicial
complexM•,∗ in the proof of Theorem 7.17 to a similar cosimplicial complex giving
an identification of the log crystalline cohomology.
There are technical issues to compare this identification with [ČK19, 5.4]. For in-
stance, [ČK19] uses “truncated” PD envelopesD(m)Σ,Λ obtained from a “non-completed"
PD envelope Dj0 . Fortunately, we have the following analogue of [ČK19, 6.8],
which is strong enough to deduce the conjecture Cst in this setting without using
[ČK19, 5.4]:
Theorem 8.5. Let X be as in Theorem 8.1. If X is proper over OC , there is a
commutative diagram
RΓcrys((X,MX)/(Acrys,O♭C \ {0})) // RΓcrys(XadC /B+dR)
∼=

RΓqCRYS((X,MX)/(Acrys,O♭C \ {0}))⊗LAinf Acrys
∼=

∼=
OO
RΓcrys(X
ad
C ,Zp)⊗LZp B+dR
∼=

RΓ(Xe´t, AΩX)⊗LAinf Acrys // RΓe´t(XadC ,Ainf,XadC )⊗LAinf B
+
dR,
where left vertical arrows are given by Theorem 8.1 and Remark 8.4, and other
maps are the same as in [ČK19, 6.8].
Proof. We basically follow the proof of [ČK19, 6.8], and we work locally. A de-
scription of the composite of the right vertical arrows are given in loc.cit., and
in particular it involves the formula of the type of [ČK19, (5.15.2)]. On the other
hand, the isomorphism of Remark 8.4 completely identifies each term of the log q-de
Rham complex tensored with Acrys and the log de Rham complex, while differentials
are related by the formula [ČK19, (5.15.2)] again, but in the opposite direction as
explained in Remark 8.4. The isomorphism of Theorem 8.1 is simply given by the
embedding D → A in the notation there. Thus, as in the proof of [ČK19, 6.8],
we are reduced to checking the commutativity of the diagram (6.8.4) in [ČK19].
(More precisely, we need the commutativity after taking colimits and completions,
but it is enough to check the commutativity beforehand.) This commutativity is
checked in loc.cit.. 
Appendix A. Complements on logarithmic geometry
We discuss some geometry of log formal schemes whose log structures are not
necessarily fine. For log schemes, [Bei13] and [ALPT] already contain some use-
ful results in such generality. Other general references are [Kat89,Ogu18] for log
schemes, [Shi00] for log p-adic formal schemes, and [GR] for log topoi. Some basic
definitions are omitted here.
Every monoid is assumed to be commutative. All our log structures are defined
on the small étale sites.
9Technically speaking, it is only clear that this map is a map of complexes modulo µ∞-torsion.
So, one has to kill possible µ∞-torsion of log PD envelopes. This ambiguity does not matter in
Theorem 8.5 below.
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A.1. Examples. Suppose (A,MA) is a prelog ring, and A is classically I-complete
for a finitely generated ideal I. We do not assumeMA or its associated log structure
is fine. The global section of the associated log structure ofMA on Spf(A) is denoted
by MaA. We write (Spf(A),MA)
a for the corresponding log formal scheme.
We study log I-adic formal schemes over (A,MA), equivalently over (Spf(A),MA)a.
If I = 0, they are just log schemes over (A,MA).
Let us illustrate some examples first; all examples here are integral quasi-coherent,
and smooth in the sense of Definition A.11 below.
(1) (Normal crossing divisors) Suppose X is smooth over A. Let D ⊂ X be a
relative normal crossing divisor, j : U = X \ D → X an open immersion.
The sheaf j∗O×U ∩ OX defines a log structure on X over A with the trivial
log structure.
(2) (Generalized semistable formal schemes) Let O ⊂ O′ be a finite extension of
dvr’s with perfect residue fields of characteristic p > 0. Suppose (A,MA) =
(O′,O′ \ {0}). Let (Y,MY ) be a smooth vertical fine saturated log scheme
over (O,O \ {0}) with the reduced special fiber (i.e., the special fiber is
of Cartier type [Tsu19]); vertical means that MY is trivial on the generic
fiber. In particular, Y is flat over A. The base change (Y,MY )(A,MA) of
(Y,MY ) to (A,MA) is a smooth vertical fine log p-adic formal scheme over
(A,MA). In fact, (Y,MY )(A,MA) is saturated by [Tsu19, II.4.2] and (log)
regular by [GR, 12.5.44]. Its log structure is given by (the sheafification of)
(OYA [1/p])× ∩ OYA ; cf. [ČK19, 1.6.1]. The log structure MX of the p-adic
completion (X,MX) of (Y,MY )(A,MA) is also given by (OX [1/p])× ∩ OX ;
cf. [ČK19, 1.6.3]. This includes the case of semistable reduction.
(3) (OverOC) Let C be the p-adic completion of the algebraic closure ofO[1/p].
Any log p-adic formal scheme (X,MX) that is étale locally isomorphic to the
p-adic completion of the base change to (OC ,OC\{0}) of a log scheme of the
type considered in (2) is a smooth fine saturated log p-adic formal scheme
over (OC ,OC \ {0}). The log structure MX is given by (OX [1/p])× ∩ OX ;
we refer the reader to [ČK19] again.
Let us make some remarks on O \ {0}, O′ \ {0}, and OC \ {0}. For a general
valuation ring O, the multiplicative monoid O \ {0} is valuative. Recall that a
monoidM is valuative if it is integral and, form ∈Mgp, eitherm ∈M orm−1 ∈M
holds. If M is valuative, any map M → N of monoids is integral [Ogu18, I.4.6.3.5],
thus the associated map Z[M ] → Z[N ] is flat if M → N is injective. (These are
used in (2) above.) The monoid O\{0} has at most n nonempty prime ideals if and
only if (FracO)×/O× is embedded into Rn, i.e., if the valuation has height ≤ n.
A.2. Relative coherence and small charts. We recall/introduce some finiteness
conditions on charts. We also study the global sections of a log structure on a “small”
neighborhood of a geometric point.
A chart of a log formal scheme (X,MX) is a map P → Γ(X,MX) of monoids
inducing an isomorphism P a ∼= MX of log structures. For (X,MX) over (A,MA), a
chart overMA is a chart P with a mapMA → P compatible withMA → Γ(X,MX).
If X is affine and the identity map of Γ(X,MX) is a chart of MX , we say that
(X,MX) is log-affine. If X is affine, then (X,MX) is log-affine if and only if
(X,MX) has a chart:
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Lemma A.1. Let (X,MX) be a log I-adic formal scheme over (A,MA). Suppose
that there exists a chart P → Γ(X,MX). Then, the identity map Γ(X,MX) →
Γ(X,MX) is a chart of MX .
Proof. This is well-known. For instance, the argument of (2) =⇒ (3) of [Tsu99,
1.3.2] works in this generality. 
The category of (pre)log structures admits colimits; cf. [Ogu18, III.2.1.1]. Note
that the colimit of maps {Pi → Γ(X,OX)}i∈I gives rise to a chart of the colimit
of the associated log structures since the functor sending a prelog structure to the
associated log structure is a left adjoint.
A chart P → Γ(X,MX) is exact [Ogu18, II.2.3.1.1] at a geometric point x of X if
P →MX.x is exact. We say that the chart is exact if it is exact at every geometric
point.
We shall introduce finiteness conditions for charts of morphisms of log formal
schemes. A monoid finitely generated over a monoid M is a monoid N with a map
M → N such that there exist finitely many elements of N that, together with the
image of M , generate N . A map M → N of monoids is weakly finitely generated if
N/N× is finitely generated over M .
Definition A.2. A chart P → Γ(X,MX) (resp. over MA) is coherent (resp.
relatively coherent) if P is finitely generated (resp. finitely generated over MA).
Every log structure is often assumed to be fine in the literature, so coherent
charts are used there. Their base change to a non-fine case gives an example of
relatively coherent one.
Any finitely generated monoid is known to be finitely presented. We need some
variant.
Definition A.3. We say that an integral monoid P over an integral monoid M is
finitely presented as an integral monoid if there exists a monoid P0 that is finitely
presented over M and P int0 = P . More precisely, P0 is finitely generated over M ,
and for any surjection M ⊕ Nr → P0 over M , the equalizer of two projections
(M ⊕Nr)⊕M (M ⊕Nr)⇒ P0 is finitely generated over M , and the image of P0 in
P gp0 is isomorphic to P .
Assume MA is integral. An integral chart P → Γ(X,MX) over MA is relatively
fine if P is finitely presented over MA as an integral monoid.
Being finitely presented as integral monoids are stable under pushouts M →M ′
in the category of integral monoids.
Let us record the following lemma that supplies plenty of examples and is useful
in the study of smooth log formal schemes.
Lemma A.4 ([ALPT, 2.1.7]). LetM →֒ P be an injection between integral monoids
and assume P is finitely generated over M . Then, P is finitely presented over M
as an integral monoid.
Now we discuss some technical results relying on finite presentation. In the
case of coherent log schemes, this can be found in [Ill, I.3]. A modern reference is
[Ogu18, II.2.2].
Lemma A.5. Assume MA is integral and P is finitely presented over MA as an
integral monoid andMX is a sheaf of integral monoids on a formal I-adic scheme X
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over A equipped with a map from the constant sheaf MA. Then, for any geometric
point x of X, the natural map
HomMA(P ,MX)x → HomMA(P,Mx)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. It reduces to the case of P = MA ⊕ N, and this case is easy to check. 
Corollary A.6. Assume MA is integral and let M
′
A → MaA be another integral
chart of (Spf(A),MA)
a. Let X be a I-adic formal scheme over A and let MX
(resp. M ′X) be an integral log structure on X over (Spf(A),MA)
a. Fix a geometric
point x of X.
(1) Assume MX admits a relatively fine chart MA → P . If two maps of log
structures f1, f2 : MX → M ′X coincide at x, then they coincide on a étale
neighborhood of x.
(2) Let f : MX →M ′X be a map of log structures over (Spf(A),MA)a. Assume
MX (resp. M
′
X) admits a relatively fine chart MA → P (resp. M ′A → P ′).
If f induces an isomorphism at x, then f is an isomorphism on some étale
neighborhood of x.
Proof. (1) Using Lemma A.5, one can argue as in [Ill, I.3.7 (a)].
(2) Taking the pushout in the category of integral monoids of P, P ′ along MA →
MaA,M
′
A → (M ′A)a, we may assume that MA = M ′A as MaA ∼= (M ′A)a. Then, one
can argue as in [Ill, I.3.7 (b)] with Lemma A.5 and (1). 
We have the following generalization of [Kat89, 2.10].
Corollary A.7. Assume MA is integral and (X,MX) over (A,MA) admits a rel-
atively fine chart MA → P . Let x be a geometric point of X, M ′A → A another
chart of (Spf(A),MA)
a, G an abelian group that contains (M ′A)
gp and is finitely
generated over (M ′A)
gp. Let h : G → MgpX,x be a homomorphism that is compatible
with M ′A → MX,x and induces a surjection G→ MgpX,x/O×X,x. Define P ⊂ G to be
inverse image of MX,x/O×X,x ⊂MgpX,x/O×X,x.
If the kernel of (M ′A)
gp →MgpX,x/O×X,x is finitely generated over (M ′A)×, then P
is finitely presented over M ′A as an integral monoid and the natural map P →Mx
extends to a chart of MX on some étale neighborhood of x, and this chart is exact
at x.
Proof. By assumptions, the kernel of G → MgpX,x/O×X,x is finitely generated over
(M ′A)
×. As P contains M ′A, we deduce that P is finitely presented over M
′
A as an
integral monoid by Lemma A.4. Now, P → Mx extends to a map P → Γ(U,MX)
for some étale neighborhood U of x. It induces an isomorphism of the associated
log structures after shrinking U by Lemma A.6. So, P → Γ(U,MX) induces a chart
of MX . The exactness at x is clear. 
By Lemma A.1, the identity of Γ(X,MX) is a chart if (X,MX) admits a global
chart. This chart is not relatively coherent in general. Instead let us give a sufficient
condition for this chart MA → Γ(X,MX) to be weakly finitely generated.
Definition A.8. Let (X,MX) be a log I-adic formal scheme over (A,MA). A
relatively coherent chart P → Γ(X,MX) over MA is small if the composite
P → Γ(X,MX)→ Γ(X,MX)/Γ(X,O×X)
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is surjective. In particular, Γ(X,MX) is weakly finitely generated over MA in this
case.
Lemma A.9. Let (X,MX) be a log I-adic formal scheme over (A,MA) with a
relatively coherent chart P → Γ(X,MX). Suppose the underlying topological space
of X is locally noetherian, and (at least) one of the following conditions holds:
(1) Spec(MA) is finite, or
(2) the image of MA \M×A in A is contained in
√
I.
Then, for any x ∈ X, there exists a Zariski open neighborhood U of x such that,
for any open neighborhood V ⊂ U of x, P → Γ(V,MX) is a small chart.
Proof. Case (1): the proof is the same as [Tsu99, 1.3.3]. Note that Spec(P ) is finite
if P is finitely generated over MA.
Case (2): observe that
• for any geometric point x of X , the inverse image of mX,x ⊂ OX,x in P
contains the image of MA \M×A → P by assumption, and
• there are only finitely many prime ideals of P that contain the image of
MA \M×A → P .
Only using prime ideals of P containing the image of MA \M×A → P , the argument
of [Tsu99, 1.3.3] again works. 
In the above situation, the tautological chart Γ(X,MX) → Γ(X,MX) can be
controlled if the small chart is exact at some geometric point:
Lemma A.10. Suppose that there exists a small chart P → Γ(X,MX) over MA. If
MA is integral and MA → P is integral (resp. exact) and P is exact at a geometric
point x of X, then MA → Γ(X,MX) is integral (resp. exact).
Proof. The claim is equivalent to the integrality (resp. exactness) of
MA/M
×
A → Γ(X,MX)/Γ(X,O×X),
and it suffices to show that P/P× → Γ(X,MX)/Γ(X,O×X) is an isomorphism. By
the assumption it is surjective. The composite
P/P× → Γ(X,MX)/Γ(X,O×X)→MX,x/MX,x
is an isomorphism since the chart P → Γ(X,MX) is exact at x. So, the first map
is injective, hence an isomorphism. 
A.3. Smooth log formal schemes. Let us introduce a notion of smooth log
formal schemes in our favorite generality. Compared to Kato’s original definition
[Kat89, 3.3], there are two main differences: we weaken the finiteness condition,
and we require the integrality so that the underlying morphism of (formal) schemes
is flat.
Definition A.11. Suppose MA is integral. A log I-adic formal scheme (X,MX)
over (A,MA) is smooth (resp. étale) if, étale locally on X , there exists relatively
coherent chart P → Γ(X,MX) such that the following conditions holds:
• P is integral and MA → P is integral,
• the map MgpA → P gp is injective and the torsion part of its cokernel (resp.
the whole cokernel) is a finite group whose order is invertible in XA/I , and
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• the induced map
X → Spf(A〈P 〉)×Spf(A〈MA〉) Spf(A)
is étale.
A smooth chart (resp. étale chart) is a chart satisfying the above conditions. If we
drop the condition that MA → P is integral, we say that (X,MX) is Kato-smooth
(resp. Kato-étale) over (A,MA), and call MA → P a Kato-smooth chart (resp.
Kato-étale chart).
In particular, MX is an integral log structure on X . By Lemma A.4, every
smooth chart is relatively fine.
Remark A.12. Let us make initial remarks:
(1) We do not know if Z[P ] is of finite presentation over Z[MA]. Therefore, X
is possibly not locally of finite presentation over A.
(2) Recall that MA → P is automatically integral if MA is valuative, and this
is the case for our main examples.
(3) Smooth/étale log formal schemes are stable under base change along arbi-
trary maps (A,MA)→ (A′,MA′) of classically I-complete prelog rings with
integral monoids. In particular, a smooth/étale chart exists for the tauto-
logical chartMaA → A if (X,MX) is smooth/étale over (A,MA). For Kato-
smoothness and Kato-étaleness, the same holds if one takes base changes
in the category of integral log structures/monoids.
(4) The above definition depends on the chart MA → A. One can make it
more canonical by assuming (A,MA) = (A,MaA), but we decided to allow
more flexibility instead. For smoothness and étaleness, stability under base
change is one weak version of independence. We show another independence
result in Proposition A.19 below.
Remark A.13 (Relation to Kato’s smoothness). We briefly explain how the above
definition is related to Kato’s original definition.
(1) If (X,MX) is Kato-smooth over (A,MA), the reduction (X,MX)A/In , for
any integer n ≥ 1, is an integral log scheme over (A/In,MA) that is formally
smooth over (A/In,MA) in the sense of [Ogu18, IV.3.1.1] (cf. the proof of
[Kat89, 3.4]). See also the proof of Proposition A.14 for the definition of
formally smoothness.
(2) Assuming X is locally of finite presentation over A and MA,MX are fine,
Kato defined smoothness [Kat89, 3.3] using formally smoothness. (In par-
ticular, it does not depend on the choice of MA → A as long as MA is
fine.) Furthermore, he showed that it is equivalent to Kato-smoothness we
defined above [Kat89, 3.5]. (Kato-smoothness also implies that X is locally
of finite presentation in the setting of fine log schemes.)
Moreover, f is smooth/étale in our sense if and only if f is integral and
smooth/étale in the sense of Kato; cf. Proposition A.19. (These are stated
for fine log schemes, but can be adapted to fine log formal schemes. See
also [Shi00, 2.2.8].)
(3) Let MA,0 ⊂ MA be a fine submonoid. If (X,MX) is obtained as the base
change of a fine log I-adic formal scheme (X,MX,0) that is smooth and
integral over (A,MA,0) in the sense of Kato, then (X,MX) is smooth in
our sense. Similarly, working inside the category of integral log structures,
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the base change of (X,MX,0) smooth over (A,MA,0) in the sense of Kato
is Kato-smooth. For the latter statement, the converse holds under an
additional assumption as follows:
Proposition A.14. AssumeMA is integral, and let (X,MX) be a log I-adic formal
scheme over (A,MA). If (X,MX) admits a Kato-smooth chartMA → P , then there
exists a fine submonoid MA,0 ⊂MA and a fine log scheme (X,MX,0) such that
• (X,MX,0)A/In is formally smooth over (A/In,MA,0) for every integer n ≥
1, and
• the base change (X,MX,0)int(A,MA) in the category of integral log formal
schemes is canonically isomorphic to (X,MX).
If X is moreover locally of finite presentation over A, then (X,MX,0) is smooth
over (Spf(A),MA)
a in the sense of Kato [Kat89, 3.3].
Proof. The second assertion follows from the first by Kato’s definition of smooth-
ness.
Using [ALPT, 2.1.9], one can find (X,MX,0) as in the statement if we drop
the condition that (X,MX,0) is formally smooth over (A,MA,0). (Compare with
[ALPT, 5.2.11].) In fact, this argument provides (X,MX,0) with an integral chart
MA,0 → P0 whose base change to MA in the category of integral monoids is MA →
P . So, we only need to prove that every such (X,MX,0) withMA,0 → P0 is formally
smooth. This formally smoothness can be deduced from a natural isomorphism
P gp0 /M
gp
A,0
∼= P gp/MgpA and the proof of [Kat89, 3.4]. Alternatively, we can argue
as follows.
We may assume I = 0. So, we shall show that (X,MX,0) is formally smooth
over (A,M0). Suppose we are given a log thickening of first order
(S,MS) −−−−→ (T,MT )y
y
(X,MX,0) −−−−→ (Spec(A),M0)
with T affine. (see [Ogu18, IV.2.1.1]. We only need to consider the case where
(S,MS) → (X,MX,0) is an open immersion [Ogu18, IV.3.1.5].) After base change
to (A,MA), we have a map
g˜ : (T,M ′T ) := (T,MT )(A,MA) → (X,MX)
that fits into the base change of the above diagram. (Formally smoothness of
(X,MX) means this map exists locally. In fact, it exists globally because the proof
of [Ogu18, IV.3.1.4.2] also works for Kato-smooth log schemes. See also the remark
below.) We need to show that the composite P0 → P g˜−→ Γ(T,M ′T ) factors through
a map Γ(T,MT )→ Γ(T,M ′T ). It suffices to show that
f : P0 → Γ(T,M ′T )/Γ(T,O×T ) ⊂ Γ(T,M ′T /O×T )
factors through Γ(T,MT )/Γ(T,O×T )→ Γ(T,M ′T )/Γ(T,O×T ).
As (S,MS)→ (T,MT ) is the log thickening of first order and T is affine,
Γ(T,MT )→ Γ(S,MS), Γ(T,M ′T )→ Γ(S,M ′S)
are surjective quotient maps by actions of Γ(T,O×T ), where M ′S denotes the base
change of MS over MA. Therefore, f can be identified with
P0 → Γ(S,M ′S)/Γ(S,O×S ) ⊂ Γ(S,M ′S/O×S ).
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It is now clear that f factors through
Γ(T,MT )/Γ(T,O×T ) = Γ(S,MS)/Γ(S,O×S )→ ΓΓ(S,M ′S)/Γ(S,O×S ).
This completes the proof. 
Let us list some other properties of smooth log formal schemes.
Remark A.15. (1) Our definition immediately implies that the morphism
(X,MX) → (Spf(A),MA)a is integral if (X,MX) is smooth. Moreover,
using the notation of Definition A.11, we have that A〈P 〉 is I-completely
flat over A〈MA〉 in the sense of [BS]. So, if X = Spf(R) is affine and admits
a smooth chart, R is I-completely flat over A as well.
(2) If (X,MX) is Kato-smooth over (A,MA), the sheaves of (I-completed)
log-differentials Ωi(X,MX)/(A,MA) are locally free OX -modules of finite rank.
This implies a lifting property of (X,MX)A/In that is stronger than the
formally smoothness; cf. [Ogu18, IV.3.1.4.2] and the proof of Proposition
A.14. From now on, the formally smoothness also refers to this strong
lifting property.
(3) Every smooth (X,MX) over (A/I,MA) admits, étale locally, a smooth lift
over (A,MA). If (X,MX) is smooth over (A/I,MA) and X is affine, it lifts
uniquely to a smooth log I-adic formal scheme (X˜,MX˜) over (A,MA), cf.
the proof of [Kat89, 3.14].
We remarked that smooth log schemes are formally smooth (in a stronger sense).
The following consequence of formally smoothness and flatness is fundamental in
the main text.
Proposition A.16. Let (X,MX) → (Y,MY ) be an exact closed immersion of
smooth log schemes over (A/I,MA). Then, X → Y is a regular immersion of
schemes.
Proof. Since X,Y are flat over A/I, it suffices to show that Y → X is a quasi-
regular immersion in the sense of [Sta, Tag 063J]; see [Sta, Tag 063U, Tag 063S].
In the rest of the proof, we follow [Gro64, Ch.0, 19.5.4.2] in the case of schemes.
We may assume that X = Spec(B), Y = Spec(B/J) are affine and J/J2 is a free
B/J-module by [Ogu18, IV.2.3.2]. (See also the proof of [Ogu18, IV.3.2.2.].) Let
MB denote a chart of MX , which is a chart of MY as well. We need to show that
a canonical surjection
∞⊕
i=0
Symi(J/J2)→
∞⊕
i=0
Jn/Jn+1
is an isomorphism of B/J-algebras, equivalently, an injective map. Set
En := B/J
n+1, Fn :=
n⊕
i=0
Symi(J/J2).
As (En,MB)a → (B/J,MB)a = (Y,MY ) are log thickenings and (Y,MY ) is for-
mally smooth, we obtain maps of prelog rings (B/J,MB) → (En,MB)a over
(A,MA) lifting the identity of (B/J,MB), compatibly with n. As J/J2 is free,
we also have maps J/J2 → J/Jn+1 lifting the identity of J/J2, compatibly with n.
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These induce maps
(
∞⊕
i=0
Symi(J/J2),MB)→ (En,MB)a
of prelog rings over (B/J,MB), which in turn induces surjections Fn → En; these
maps are compatible with n. The kernel of Fn → En is contained in degree ≥ 2,
and in particular nilpotent. So, the induced map vn : (Fn,MB)a → (En,MB)a
are log thickenings. As (X,MX) = (B,MB)a is formally smooth, there exist maps
pn : (B,MB)→ (En,MB)a of prelog rings over (A,MA) lifting vn. The image pn(J)
is contained in J/Jn+1, so pn factors as
(B,MB) −→ (En,MB) wn−→ (Fn,MB),
and the composite vn ◦ wn induces the identity of En. As the gr0, gr1 of vn are
identities of B/J and J/J2, so are those of wn. Then, we see that the composite
Symn(J/J2) −→ Jn/Jn+1 gr
n(wn)−→ Symn(J/J2)
is the identity. This proves the desired injectivity, and we complete the proof. 
Remark A.17. If X,Y are locally of finite type over a noetherian A/I, we can
replace smooth by formally smooth: the proof above shows that the immersion
is quasi-regular, hence regular by [Sta, Tag 063I]. If all the log structures are fine
saturated, it is a special case of [KS04, 4.4.4]. (Note that in the reference log schemes
are assumed to be fine saturated [KS04, p.77], and a regular immersion [KS04, 1.6.1]
is defined as a Koszul-regular immersion in the sense of [Sta, Tag 063J].)
For computation of log crystalline cohomology, the following stronger version of
lifting property is useful. Compare with the PD smoothness in [Bei13, 1.4].
Remark A.18 (Strong lifting property). Suppose X = Spf(R) is affine of finite
presentation over A, and admits a Kato-smooth chart P → Γ(X,MX). Then
(X,MX)A/In satisfies a stronger lifting property: if (S,MS) → (T,MT ) is exact
closed immersion of log-affine integral log schemes over (A/In,MA) defined by
a locally nilpotent ideal (a.k.a. nilideal), i.e., a log thickening, then, for every
commutative diagram
(S,MS) −−−−→ (T,MT )y
y
(X,MX) −−−−→ (Spec(A/In),MA)a,
there exists (T,MT ) → (X,MX) making the resulting diagram commutative. If
MA,MX are fine, this reduces by [Bei13, 1.1 Remarks (i)] to the case of nilpotent
immersions, and the formally smoothness gives such a map by definition. (Compare
with [Sta, Tag 07K4].) In general, by Proposition A.14, (X,MX) has the form of
(X,MX,0)
int
(A,MA)
for a fine log structure MX,0 that is smooth in the sense of Kato
[Kat89, 3.3] over (A,MA0) for a fine submonoid MA0 ⊂ MA. Since the lifting
property is preserved by base change and applying (−)int, (X,MX) satisfies the
strong lifting property.
Finally, let us discuss to what extent (Kato-)smoothness is independent of charts.
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Proposition A.19. Let M ′A → A be another chart of (Spf(A),MA)a, and let x be
a geometric point of X. Assume that the kernel of (M ′A)
gp →MX,x/O×X,x is finitely
generated over (M ′A)
×. If (X,MX) is Kato-smooth (resp. smooth) over (A,MA),
then (X,MX) admits a Kato-smooth (resp. smooth) chart over (A,M
′
A) on some
étale neighborhood of x. Moreover, this chart can be made exact at x.
Remark A.20. Suppose (X,MX) is smooth over (A,MA). If M ′A → A is an exact
chart, then the kernel of (M ′A)
gp → MX,x/O×X,x equals (M ′A)× since (X,MX) is
integral, hence exact, over (Spf(A),MA)a.
If one works étale locally on Spf(A) as well, then the assumption that the kernel
of (M ′A)
gp → MX,x/O×X,x is finitely generated over (M ′A)× allows one to replace
M ′A → A by an exact chart with the same (M ′A)gp.
Proof. Take a Kato-smooth chart
MA → P αP−→ Γ(U,MX)
on a neighborhood U of x. Denote by αP,x the composite P → Γ(U,MX)→MX,x.
It suffices to find, after replacing U if necessary, a relatively coherent chart
M ′A → P ′
αP ′−→ Γ(U,OX)
satisfying the conditions in Definition A.11. Denote by α′x the map M
′
A →MX,x.
Fix an presentation
P gp/MgpA
∼= Zr ⊕
s⊕
i=1
Z/miZ
and choose lifts e1, . . . , er, f1, . . . , fs ∈ P gp of 1 in the corresponding summands. In
particular, gi = fmii ∈ MgpA . As MA,M ′A induces an isomorphic log structures on
X , we can find elements g′1, . . . , g
′
r ∈M ′A such that
ui :=
α′x(g
′
i)
αP,x(gi)
∈MgpX,x
belongs to O×X,x.
Let us now start to construct a chart. As O×X,x is mi-divisible, take vi such
that vmii = ui. Consider the following group (P
gp)′: it is generated by M ′A and
symbols e′1, . . . , e
′
r, f
′
1, . . . , f
′
r with relations (f
′
i)
mi = g′i. Define h : (P
gp)′ → MX,x
compatible with α′x by sending e
′
i to αP,x(ei), f
′
i to αP,x(fi)vi. As giui = g
′
i, this
indeed determines a map. Moreover, the composite (P gp)′ →MX,x →MX,x/O×X,x
is surjective as the same holds for αgpP,x and MA,M
′
A have the isomorphic log struc-
tures. We take P ′ to be the inverse image of MX,x/O×X,x. By Lemma A.7, the
restriction h|P ′ : P ′ →MX,x extends to a chart of MX on some étale neighborhood
of x. This chart is exact at x.
Finally, we observe thatM ′A → P ′ is integral if (X,MX) is smooth over (A,MA).
Indeed, the argument of Step 5 of the proof of [Kat96, Theorem 4.1] works as the
associated morphism of log formal schemes is integral and M ′A → P ′ is exact at
x. 
A.4. Prelog rings. We collect some of our terminology for prelog rings.
Definition A.21. Suppose a ring A is classically I-complete for a finitely generated
ideal I ⊂ A.
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(1) A prelog ring (A,α : M → A) is a log ring if α induces an isomorphism
α−1(A×) ∼= A×. Every prelog ring (A,M) has the associated log ring
(A,M)a := (A,Ma) := (A,Γ(Spf(A),Ma)),
where Ma denotes the associated log structure of M → A.
(2) We say that a prelog ring (A,M) is I-adically log-affine if M ∼= Ma canon-
ically.
(3) A map (A,MA) → (B,MB) of classically I-complete prelog rings is I-
completely smooth (resp. I-completely étale) if the associated log I-adic
formal scheme (Spf(B),MB)a is smooth (resp. étale) over (A,MA).
When I = 0, we drop “I-completely” from these terminologies.
If (Spf(B),MB)a is I-completely smooth over (A,MA), then A → B is I-
completely flat in the sense of [BS] because of our definition of smoothness. (More
precisely, one can find an I-completely étale cover B → B′ such that A → B′ is
I-completely flat, hence A→ B is I-completely flat.)
Definition A.22. A map (A,M)→ (B,N) of prelog rings is
(1) strict if M → N is an isomorphism,
(2) surjective if A→ B, M → N are surjective,
(3) exact surjective if it is surjective and M/M× ∼= N/N×.
If (A,M) → (B,N) is an exact surjective map of integral prelog rings, the
associated map of log schemes is exact in the sense of [Kat89, 4.6 (1)]; see the proof
of [Kat89, 4.10].
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